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ABSTRACT

Population physiology, demography, and genetics of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) residing in urban and natural environments

by
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Utah State University, 2023

Major Professor: Dr. Susannah French
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Urbanization is a major disturbance threatening habitats worldwide, yet there is limited information on how reptile populations respond to rapidly changing landscapes. The novel selective pressures of habitat alteration pose risks for individual health, and in turn, population vital rates. To persist in urban habitats, reptiles may undergo phenotypic shifts in physiological self-maintenance, yielding the potential for evolutionary change. For this dissertation, urban and natural populations of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) were sampled over six years to (i) compare differences in survival rates, (ii) identify physiological traits contributing to survival, (iii) determine the genetic basis of these traits, and (iv) assess their susceptibility to evolutionary change. By
incorporating physiological metrics (metabolic hormone levels, oxidative stress, and immunocompetence) into Capture-Mark-Recapture population models, lizard survival was demonstrated to be lower in urban environments and directly related to immune variation across the landscape. Fitting polygenic Bayesian mapping models to population genomic data yielded low to moderate trait heritability for each trait, which were associated with few measurable effect genetic loci. Population-level genetic comparisons revealed urban patches to be differentiated from those residing in natural areas, though this was owed to isolation by distance. In addition, shared genetic variation and comparable levels of molecular diversity were present across populations. Using an approximate Bayesian computation method on genomic time-series data, differential selection on the traits and their associated genetic loci was not detected, whereas genetic drift was evident across the landscape. Altogether, these findings shed light on the interconnectedness of population demography, physiology, and genetics for reptiles within an urban-natural landscape.
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Population physiology, demography, and genetics of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) residing in natural and urban habitats

Spencer B. Hudson

Wildlife populations across the globe are poised to lose their natural habitat to urbanization, yet there is limited information on how different species handle living in cities. Animals in urban environments are often susceptible to novel stressors, which can threaten their individual health and population viability. The physiological characteristics of animals, such as those related to metabolic hormones, oxidative stress, and immunity, are expected to be important for survival in this context. If so, animals persisting in urban areas may demonstrate physiological differences from their natural counterparts, perhaps due to evolutionary change. These potential outcomes have been documented in birds and mammals, but other taxonomic groups such as reptiles have been studied far less. For this dissertation, lizards were sampled in urban and natural areas for six years to (i) compare annual population survival, (ii) identify physiological traits important for survival, (iii) map the genetic basis of these traits, and (iv) test if and how the physiological traits are evolving in urban environments. Lizard survival was lower in urban environments and related to differences in immunity. Each physiological trait had a low to moderate heritable basis linked to few genetic loci with measurable effects. Population-level genetic comparisons revealed lizards in urban areas to be differentiated from those residing in natural areas, though shared genetic variation was present among populations.
along with comparable levels of genetic diversity. Differential selective pressures on the traits and their associated genetic loci were not detected, but indicators of genetic drift were evident across the landscape. Altogether, these findings shed light on the interconnectedness of population demography, physiology, and genetics for reptiles residing in urban environments.
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Human population growth drives urban development and expansion, causing rapid transformation of natural wildlife habitats (Crane & Kinzig, 2005; McDonald et al., 2013). Urbanization alters both biotic and abiotic environments, affecting ecosystem structure and function (Grimm, 2008). This process leads to habitat loss or fragmentation due to built-up structures (e.g., buildings, roads; Niemelä, 2011), increased vulnerability to physicochemical changes (e.g., hydrology, soil geochemistry, temperature), pollution (e.g., light, noise), non-native species (e.g., predators, competitors), disease transmission, and other anthropogenic disturbances (Lafferty & Kuris, 2005; McKinney, 2006, 2007; Bradley & Altizer, 2007). Consequently, urban landscapes present novel challenges for native species, necessitating assessment of their responses to urbanization and viability in urban environments.

Urbanization is widely recognized to reduce species richness in wildlife conservation studies (McKinney, 2008). However, the underlying mechanisms for these reductions and the exceptional responses of persisting species, especially among animals, remain unclear. Previous research has examined specific urban areas over time and the responses of select species across different urban areas, but findings have been inconsistent (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015). These discrepancies are attributed to the heterogeneity of urban environments, which impose varying selective pressures, and the differential responses of species across taxonomic groups. Here, the
responses of native species to urbanization are influenced by their specific dispersal, habitat, ecology, physiology, and life history. However, most studies have focused on avian and mammalian systems, despite the importance of all local species for ecosystem functioning (Duffy, 2009). Assessing the directionality of responses within less studied taxonomic groups, such as reptiles, can be key to understanding the scope of impact from urbanization for future conservation management (Gibbon et al., 2000; Mitchell et al., 2008).

Individual physiological responses

Physiological responses can provide real-time information about reptile viability in urban environments, yet they remain understudied (Ricklefs & Wikelski, 2002). Nonetheless, a major focus has been recently placed on comparing endocrine function, oxidative status, and immunity across the urban landscape (reviewed in French et al., 2018). Measures of metabolic glucocorticoid hormones, such as corticosterone (CORT) in reptiles, are commonly used to assess energy mobilization for environmental challenges (Sapolsky et al., 2000). Monitoring CORT levels are of importance in this context because of their influence on other physiological systems linked to life history and fitness (Angelier & Wingfield, 2013; Crespi et al., 2013). One of these is the ability to respond to injuries and infections via the immune system, since failing to mount an effective immune response can jeopardize organismal health (McKean & Lazzaro, 2011; Wobeser, 2013). Assays of bacterial killing ability (BKA) are often used here as an integrative measure of constitutive immune function (reviewed in Demas, 2011). Along the same line, the capacity to resist prooxidant chemical species generated for essential cellular functions (e.g., immune function; Nathan & Cunningham-Bussel, 2013) has been recognized as an important measure, since poor antioxidant defenses can undermine longevity via excessive
oxidative stress (e.g., oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and lipids; Halliwell & Gutteridge, 2015; Sies et al., 2017). Assays measuring both reactive oxygen metabolites and the capacity to bind to and clear those metabolites can therefore be used together as an indicator of oxidative stress for reptiles in urban environments.

When considering these physiological metrics, reptiles have so far been shown to have variable responses to anthropogenic disturbances. Measures of CORT can be lower, higher, or yield no differences in baseline and stress-induced levels across species (e.g., turtles, snakes, lizards; reviewed in French et al., 2018; Injaian et al., 2020). Similarly, urban-induced changes in baseline BKA can be species-dependent (e.g., French et al., 2008; Lucas & French, 2012). While markers of oxidative status have received less attention (Hutton & McGraw, 2016), reptiles in urban settings have been shown to experience elevated oxidative stress (Lucas & French, 2012). Regardless of directionality, these physiological changes can potentially affect individual survival and reproduction, and ultimately population vital rates.

Population vital rates

Linking individual physiological parameters to population viability may provide insights into reptile persistence in urban environments. Studies poised to do so have revealed that elevated physiological stress is associated with decreased survival but increased reproductive output during the breeding season (e.g., Lucas & French, 2012; Hall & Warner, 2017). However, interpreting these measures effectively is challenging due to spatial and temporal variability in survival and reproduction (Holmes et al., 1994; Tilman & Kareiva, 1997). Long-term studies spanning multiple years are therefore necessary to accurately compare reptile population dynamics in urban and natural settings (Rees & Ellner, 2009; Chandler et al., 2018). Accounting
for individual physiology over such periods could reveal their influence over survival and/or reproductive outcomes when responding to urbanization. Any physiological traits that are linked to these fitness components may in turn be implicated in microevolutionary changes across the landscape.

**Population genetics**

The genetic consequences of urban selective pressures for reptiles remain understudied, leading to uncertainty regarding the evolution or acclimatization of physiological traits in cities (Santangelo et al., 2018; Rivkin et al., 2019). Research has demonstrated genetic drift and restricted gene flow to occur among urban habitat patches, which can reduce genetic diversity and the adaptive potential for physiological traits (Rubin et al., 2001; Delaney et al., 2010; Miles et al., 2019). However, some urban reptiles can maintain genetic diversity, particularly when gene flow is possible (Parham & Papenfuss, 2009; Cureton et al., 2014; Virens et al., 2015; Sunny et al., 2015). Nevertheless, population genetic structure can occur over short geographic and temporal scales for other urban reptiles (Moore et al., 2008; Hoehn et al., 2007, 2013). Emerging studies have corroborated these findings with evidence of divergent phenotypes across the urban-natural landscape (Winchell et al., 2016; 2018), suggesting a potential for reptile populations to acquire physiological adaptations. As such, explicit tests of selection that identify genetically controlled physiological changes should be conducted on various reptile species to appreciate the scope of their responses.
Side-blotched lizards in an urban landscape

Among the reptiles susceptible to urbanization is the side-blotched lizard (*Uta stansburiana*; Baird & Girard, 1852). This species is a small, short-lived, and sexually dimorphic lizard commonly found throughout deserts of western North America (Stebbins & McGinnis, 2018). Their distribution ranges from central Washington to Mexico, though their prevalence is limited by habitat availability and dispersal among localities (individual dispersal beyond 300 m is rare; Doughty & Sinervo, 1994). Within the northern portion of their range, side-blotched lizards inhabit rocky cliffs and side canyons, where embedded lava flows are used for basking and nearby vegetation is used for feeding and refuge (Zani et al., 2009). In the more arid southern regions, these lizards occupy desert scrub, rocky outcroppings, and riparian zones along streams and washes, which offer more insects to eat, moister soil for laying eggs, numerous basking sites, and crevices for seeking shade and escaping predation (Jones & Lovich, 2009). Yet these habitats are being transformed by anthropogenic disturbances, such that *U. stansburiana* populations are increasingly occupying urban areas (e.g., Banville & Bateman, 2012).

This dissertation focused on side-blotched lizards within and around St. George, Utah, which is one of the fastest growing cities in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). The lizards herein were located at rocky areas near riparian corridors at the convergence of the Great Basin, Colorado Plateau, and Mojave Desert. However, areas within the city increasingly differ from the surrounding natural landscape due to emerging urban infrastructure including roads, parking lots, buildings, rocky terraces, public parks, and altered waterways. Additionally, regular disturbances from traffic, construction, cycling, walking, and the presence of novel predators (e.g., cats) accompany the increased human presence. Altogether, the rapid habitat alterations to
this area provided an ideal setting to study both individual- and population-level responses to urbanization.

Side-blotched lizards represent an ideal study system to assess population health and vital rates due to their site fidelity, territoriality, large abundance, ease of detection and capture, and the ability to obtain physiological samples in a minimally invasive manner (Scoular et al., 2011). Given their simple diploid genetics (34 chromosomes; consisting of 22 micro- and 12 macrochromosomes) and relatively short generation time (~1-2 years), these lizards are also suitable for studies of population genetics (Pennock et al., 1968; Turner et al., 1970). Previous research has extensively utilized *U. stansburiana* to investigate ecological, demographic, physiological, and evolutionary questions (e.g., Tinkle, 1967, 1969; Sinervo & Licht, 1991). However, the systematics and taxonomy of *Uta* genus have been highly debated, resulting in the description of numerous subspecies or even distinct species across the USA and Mexico (Schmidt, 1921; Mittleman, 1940; Grismer, 1994; Upton & Murphy, 1997). While trait variation among color morphs has been documented in other *U. stansburiana* populations (Sinervo & Lively, 1996; Sinervo et al., 2000), those studied in this dissertation did not exhibit stable color morphs, and thus this aspect of their ecology was not considered.

*Dissertation overview*

Understanding the physiological characteristics that allow animals to survive and persist in urban landscapes is critical for conservation. Since any factor that affects individual fitness has the potential to affect population vital rates, physiological changes could influence demographic fitness components. How urban and natural lizard populations differ in survival, and which physiological traits significantly contribute to this fitness parameter remains largely
unexplored. Such differences are likely coupled with individual physiology. However, whether
trait differences are owed to evolution and/or acclimatization in urban environments also remains
undetermined. The following chapters of this dissertation aim to address these questions to better
understand the scope of anthropogenic impact on these lizard populations.

In Chapter 2, a six-year capture-mark-recapture (CMR) study was conducted to monitor
and compare vital rates of natural and urban *U. stansburiana* populations. With each capture,
lizards were sampled for physiological traits including basal measures of innate immunity (i.e.,
bacterial killing ability or BKA), oxidative resistance (i.e., antioxidant capacity or OXY), and
energy-mobilizing glucocorticoid hormone (i.e., corticosterone or CORT) in blood plasma. Open
population models were then built and compared using a Bayesian approach so that vital rates
(survival, abundance, and local recruitment) could be estimated while accounting for variation in
the physiological metrics. High uncertainty in survival was found across both habitat types over
time, though survival rates were lower for urban populations overall. There was also strong
support for a direct relationship between immune function and survivorship, with survival rates
predicted to increase for lizards with greater bactericidal ability. Despite the projected survival
differences, estimates of urban population size were either larger or comparable to those at
natural sites, while recruitment was more often higher at natural sites. These results not only
have wildlife conservation implications for urbanization, but also demonstrate the utility of
organismal indicators for understanding individual and population level processes in urban areas
and elsewhere.

In Chapter 3, the genetic basis of the physiological traits included in the population
demography models was analyzed using genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data. The genetic data
were derived from red blood cells left over from physiological sampling and were generated as
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Multi-locus genome-wide association mapping was then implemented to quantify the proportion of trait variation explained by genetic data (i.e., “chip” heritability), along with the number and contribution of genetic loci with measurable effects. Genomic prediction was included to assess phenotypic and genetic variance-covariance matrices (P- and G-matrices) within versus among populations. Variation in each trait was found to have a polygenic basis with low to moderate heritability and few measurable effect loci. The P- and G-matrices were generally similar, though with slight exceptions across populations. These findings provided a preliminary genetic architecture that should be useful for determining the molecular and cellular functions of candidate regions associated with each trait, well as inferring which mechanisms have shaped their evolution in reptiles.

Chapter 4 builds on Chapters 2 and 3 by estimating the intensity of selection on each physiological trait and their associated genetic loci in urban and natural environments. Here, an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method was applied to the genomic time-series data collected across the six-year study. With this method, phenotypic selection was modeled as an explicit function of either an urban or natural environment. The population genomic consequences of selection were then modeled based on estimated genotype–phenotype associations, as summarized by estimated polygenic scores (i.e., genetic breeding values). This allowed for inferences using patterns of change across multiple genetic loci, populations, and generations. In addition, population-level comparisons of genetic structure and differentiation, allele frequency change, variance effective population size, and genetic diversity were tested across environments. Selection was not detected in either urban or natural environments. However, rates of evolution by drift were relatively high across populations, with pronounced allele frequency changes over contiguous generations. Such high rates were consistent with small
estimates of local variance in effective population size, especially at urban sites, despite modest estimates of population size. In contrast, urban and natural populations harbored comparable molecular diversity, which could be owed to periodic gene flow (as indicated by similarities in population genetic structure). These results suggest contemporary evolution by drift may overwhelm selection for physiological traits relevant to these lizards, while other evolutionary processes may help maintain their genetic variation.

In Chapter 5, the concluding chapter, the aims of this dissertation are revisited, and a summary is provided for Chapters 2-4. The results from each study are collectively reconciled in the context of urban ecology and evolution. In doing so, the interconnectedness of population physiology, demography, and genomics are highlighted in support of their use in wildlife conservation studies.
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CHAPTER II

POPULATION DEMOGRAPHY OF LIZARDS RESIDING IN URBAN AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS: LINKS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL PHYSIOLOGY AND SURVIVAL

The ecological threats imposed by anthropogenic disturbance (e.g., habitat loss and fragmentation, building and road development, light and noise pollution) present risks for individual health, and in turn, population vital rates. It is therefore critical to account for physiological condition when modeling population viability in urban habitats. In this six-year study, capture-mark-recaptures of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) were conducted annually at urban and natural sites within and around the city of St. George, in southwestern Utah, USA. Hierarchical, Bayesian modeling approaches were implemented to estimate population vital rates (survival, abundance, and local recruitment). Individual physiological traits (glucocorticoid hormone levels, oxidative status, and immunocompetence) were accounted for when estimating population-level survival. As a result, survival rates were found to be lower for urban lizard populations overall, though these estimates were highly variable across both habitat types over time. There was also strong support for a direct relationship between immune function and survival, with survival rates predicted to increase for lizards with greater bactericidal ability. Despite the projected survival differences, as well as an observed population crash at one of the urban sites, estimates of urban population size and density were either larger or comparable to those at natural sites, while per-capita recruitment was more often higher at natural sites. This study provides some of the first vital rates of an urban lizard, especially for survival estimates that incorporate individual physiology. The results have implications for conservation
and illustrate the effectiveness of hierarchical Bayesian models for the study of urbanization on wildlife, as well as the importance and utility of organismal indicators for understanding both individual and population level processes.

INTRODUCTION

Urbanization is a powerful driver of habitat change and has been estimated to be one of the largest threats to reptile biodiversity (Gibbons et al., 2000; McKinney, 2006; McDonald et al., 2008). Anthropogenic disturbances associated with urbanization (e.g., habitat loss and fragmentation; building and road development, light and noise pollution) pose various negative effects for reptiles that could have dire ecological consequences including not only population loss, but also altered patterns of ecosystem structure and function (Hansen et al., 2005). Although some local wildlife exhibit traits that allow them to maintain or expand their populations in human-modified landscapes (i.e., disturbance-tolerant species), the proportion of native species sensitive to urbanization is often greater (McKinney & Lockwood, 1999; Dornelas et al., 2019; Filgueiras et al., 2021). Indeed, this is becoming increasingly evident for reptiles as anthropogenic disturbance continues to cause population declines and even local extirpations (e.g., Endriss et al., 2007; Smolensky & Fitzgerald, 2011; Knapp & Perez-Heydrich, 2012; Wolf et al., 2013; Kolbe et al., 2016). Conservation biologists must therefore use every tool at their disposal to mitigate the threats facing reptiles in this ever-changing world.

Population modeling is an established and useful approach for measuring changes in population vital rates (e.g., survival, fecundity) in this context (e.g., Katz et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2020). Since survival rates often vary over time (e.g., Gaillard & Yoccoz, 2003; Zylstra et al., 2013; Pérez-Mendoza et al., 2014), hierarchical capture–mark–recapture (CMR) models that
share information about the capture and survival process across long periods are necessary to understand natural population dynamics and improve the precision of annual survival estimates (Rees & Ellner, 2009). Rather than treating data from each year as independent, a hierarchical model can adaptively pool information on capture probabilities from each year and use these pooled data to improve survival estimates at each habitat annually (Rivot & Prevost, 2002, Halstead et al., 2012). However, by the time measurable changes at the population level occur, management decisions may be too late to effectively help local wildlife. Beyond accounting for temporal variation, quantifying how survival is influenced by variation in environmental factors or individual traits may be key for predicting future population responses to urbanization (Schofield & Barker, 2011; Frederiksen et al., 2014). Using hierarchical models can better quantify how much of the observed variation in survival is attributable to such covariates versus heterogeneity among habitats and years (Gelman & Hill, 2007; Schaub & Kery, 2012). Doing so will in turn help to identify which environmental features and reptilian traits are crucial to persistence in urban areas.

Currently, there is still a paucity of empirical evidence linking individual-level metrics to survival for reptiles exposed to urbanization (French et al., 2018). Yet, the relevance of functional traits, whether they be morphological, behavioral, or physiological, is becoming increasing evident in urban areas (e.g., Mitrovich et al., 2009; Putman et al., 2019; Malisch et al., 2020). Accounting for physiological markers of health could be especially informative when monitoring reptiles across human-modified landscapes because they may influence individual survival and ultimately population survival trajectories (Hofer & East, 1998; Wikelski & Cooke, 2006). Insights on which aspects of physiology are most important could in turn reveal how some populations may succeed and others fail under urban pressures. For example, by measuring
immunocompetence (e.g., bactericidal ability) before succumbing to disease, circulating metabolic hormones (e.g., corticosterone) before adverse energetic divestment, or oxidative status before the damaging effects of oxidative stress, managers can include powerful predictors to their models before a population crash occurs (Stevenson et al., 2005). Being able to estimate survival from individual mark–recapture data while accounting for individual physiological parameters, observation error, demographic stochasticity, and environmental stochasticity, is altogether an important step to be taken towards improved predictive ability of population vital rate models for reptile species.

In this six-year CMR study, six populations of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) were annually sampled for physiological markers of health both within and around St. George, Utah, USA. Bayesian hierarchical, open-population models were constructed to estimate demographic rates (detection, survival, recruitment, population sizes) across sampling occasions and to compare them among habitat types (urban versus natural sites). When estimating detection and survival, sampled measures of baseline immunity (bactericidal ability), oxidative status (reactive oxygen metabolites versus antioxidant capacity), and circulating metabolic hormones (corticosterone) were incorporated as individual covariates into fitted Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) models (Cormack, 1964; Jolly, 1965; Seber, 1965). To estimate local recruitment and population sizes, a Jolly-Seber (JS) model was formulated as a site-specific restricted dynamic occupancy model (Royle & Dorazio, 2008). Overall, population survival, recruitment, and abundance in urban areas were hypothesized to be lower than in natural areas, with variation in physiological health expected to be linked to annual survival across habitat types. Oxidative stress and corticosterone levels were predicted to inversely correspond with survival, while immunocompetence was predicted to correspond positively with survival.
METHODS

**Study Species and Area**

Side-blotched lizards are a small, short-lived, and abundant species found within riparian zones of deserts throughout western North America (Stebbins & McGinnis, 2018). They primarily eat arthropods (e.g., insects, spiders, scorpions) and in this region they are often preyed upon by snakes (e.g., *Masticophis flagellum*), larger lizards (e.g., *Cnemidophorus tigris*, *Crotaphytus bicinctores*, *Gambelia wislizenii*), and birds (e.g., *Geococcyx californianus*). At the sampled study sites, their breeding season spans from April to June, with young emerging as early as late May. These lizards represent an ideal model to assess individual health and population vital rates due to their site fidelity, ease of capture and handling, and the rapidity in which physiological samples can be obtained in a minimally invasive manner.

Populations of side-blotched lizards can be observed in habitat patches within the city and sprawl of St. George, Utah, USA, which has been among the fastest growing urban areas in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). Here, the lizards are exposed to impervious surfaces, artificial structures, daily human interactions, competition with tree lizards (*Urosaurus ornatus*), as well as predation by cats (*Felis catus*), coachwhip snakes (*M. flagellum*), and roadrunners (*G. californianus*). Lizard populations found in more natural areas lack these pressures or experience them to a lesser degree.
Population Sampling

Between May 2012-May 2017, adult side-blotched lizards \((N = 981)\) were captured with a snare pole from six study sites within or around the greater St. George area in southwestern Utah (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.1). Sampling was conducted between 0800-1300 to limit potential circadian variation in physiological condition (Choudhury et al., 1982; Dallman et al., 1987; Jones & Gillham, 1988; but see Tyrrell & Cree, 1998; Jones & Bell, 2004). Each sex was selectively snared with similar effort for a balanced sex ratio and therefore unbiased representation of population physiology and vital rates. Upon capture, whole blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus of each lizard with a heparinized capillary tube within a validated window of time \((\leq 3 \text{ minutes})\) to measure basal physiology (MacLean et al., 1973; Romero & Reed, 2005; Tylan et al., 2020). Blood samples were stored on ice until further processing could take place after daily collection, at which time the plasma was isolated via centrifugation and stored at -20°C.

Each lizard was then toe-clipped (i.e., permanently marked) with a unique 4-digit code for identification and returned for recapture in subsequent years. Here, newly captured lizards were assumed to be a random sample of all unmarked lizards in each population due to the consistency of the sampling protocol (i.e., same capture probability; Williams et al., 2002). Additionally, under the assumption that unbiased demographic rates could be estimated from the median time of capture in one year to that in a subsequent year (Lebreton et al., 1992; White & Burnham, 1999), capture events within years were combined to create simplified individual capture-histories with six sampling occasions (one per year). All procedures were approved by Utah State University IACUC (protocol #2068) and Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (COR #1COLL8382).
Table 2.1 Summary of years and number of adult side-blotched lizards sampled at each site within and around St. George Utah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>Long. (°W)</th>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>Years sampled</th>
<th>Captures</th>
<th>Lizards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 1</td>
<td>37.08161</td>
<td>-113.575</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>2012-2017</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 2</td>
<td>37.09926</td>
<td>-113.532</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>2012-2015</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 3</td>
<td>37.05262</td>
<td>-113.602</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>2012-2017</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 1</td>
<td>37.24323</td>
<td>-113.452</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>2012-2017</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 2</td>
<td>37.33088</td>
<td>-113.28</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>2012-2017</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 3</td>
<td>37.25966</td>
<td>-113.369</td>
<td>0.01586</td>
<td>2012-2017</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1 Approximate locations of urban and natural populations of side-blotched lizards in Washington County, Utah, USA (highlighted orange in the state map). Each study site was either within or outside the city of St. George (highlighted red in the county map). All sites consisted of rocky areas ≤1.8 ha in size near or along riparian corridors close to the intersection of the Great Basin, Colorado Plateau and Mojave Desert. The six sites lay an average of 21 km from one another (minimum = 4 km; maximum = 42 km). Urban and natural sites are respectively abbreviated as ‘U’ and ‘N’, followed by their numeric identifier.
Bacterial killing ability

Bactericidal ability was quantified with a validated volume of blood plasma (6 ul) to assess the relative abundances of circulating immune components (e.g., natural antibodies, antimicrobial peptides). Using the protocol outlined in French and Neuman-Lee (2012), a 1:2 plasma dilution was combined with CO₂-independent medium (Gibco # 18-045-088, ThermoFisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY, USA), 4 nM l-glutamine, 10⁴ colony-producing units of *Escherichia coli* (EPowerTM Microorganisms #483-581-1, ATCC 8739, MicroBioLogics, St. Cloud, MN, USA), and agar broth on a 96-well microplate. Included were both positive (i.e., media and bacteria with no plasma) and negative (i.e., media and no plasma or bacteria) controls to account for potential growth and ensure there was no contamination. The plate was incubated for a 12-h period, at which point absorbance per well was measured with a microplate reader at 300 nm (xMark; BioRad Benchmark, Hercules, CA, USA). Bactericidal ability was then calculated as \(1 − \frac{\text{absorbance of sample}}{\text{absorbance of positive controls}} \times 100\). Each sample was run in duplicate to generate an average percent score of bactericidal ability. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.

Oxidative Status

Two types of colorimetric assays were used on blood plasma to measure both reactive oxygen metabolites and the capacity to bind to and clear those metabolites. Reactive oxygen metabolites were measured using a d-ROMs test that detects variable levels of hydroperoxides (MC435, Diacron International, Italy), which signal lipid and protein oxidative damage. Following Lucas and French (2012), 5 µl of plasma were diluted into 100 µl of the provided acidic buffered solution and ‘end-point mode’ manufacturer instructions were followed thereafter.
for use with 96-well microplates and a spectrophotometer (505 nm; xMark, Bio-Rad). Intra-plate variation for the d-ROMs test was 4.0% across samples. Total antioxidant capacity was measured using an OXY-Adsorbent test (MC002, Diacron International, Italy), which determines effectiveness of the blood antioxidant barrier by quantifying tolerance of the oxidant action of hypochlorous acid (HClO; Vassalle et al., 2004). Here, 2 µl of plasma were diluted in 100 µl of distilled water and manufacturer instructions were followed thereafter for use with 96-well microplates and a spectrophotometer (505 nm; xMark, Bio-Rad). A 5 µl subsample of this diluted plasma was then combined with 100 µl of the HClO solution provided. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.

Values indicating the relative quantity of reactive oxygen metabolites (mg H₂O₂ / dl) and total non-enzymatic antioxidant capacity (mol HClO / ml) were incorporated into an index of oxidative stress scores (i.e., oxidative index). Each score was calculated by subtracting a standardized OXY-Adsorbent value from a standardized d-ROMs value, representing the relative contribution of reactive oxygen metabolites or antioxidant capacity, with higher values indicating greater oxidative stress (Vassalle, 2008, Vassalle et al., 2008).

**Corticosterone Levels**

Following a protocol outlined in Neuman-Lee and French (2017), radioimmunoassays were conducted on plasma samples (10 uL) for CORT (Ab: MP Biomedicals # 07-120016). Samples were extracted with 30% ethyl acetate:isooctane and run in duplicate for the assay. Individual recoveries were calculated from the extractions to correct for final concentrations with a minimum level of detection of 0.3 ng/ml. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.
Cormack-Jolly-Seber Models

Open-population CJS models of the CMR data were developed as state-space models (‘alive’, ‘dead’) to estimate detection probability (p; the probability of recapturing a marked lizard that is alive in the sampling population) and apparent survival probability (Φ; the probability that a marked lizard is alive in a subsequent sampling occasion and has not permanently emigrated from the study area) at urban versus natural habitats (Gimenez et al., 2007; Royle, 2008). By taking a Bayesian approach to generalized linear mixed modeling (Kery & Schaub, 2011), fixed group effects of habitat type and random time effects of year were combined to estimate apparent survival (hereafter ‘survival’) and its temporal variability in each habitat separately. Individual heterogeneity was also accounted for by including each of the physiological metrics (bactericidal ability, oxidative status, corticosterone) as continuous covariates in competing models to determine whether survival may be driven by components of physiological health. Candidate models were generated based on biological questions of interest, but statistical power (i.e., limited sample size) was assumed to be insufficient when considering additive effects of multiple individual covariates in each model. The sex of each lizard was also not included as a fixed effect for this reason, and because no significant sex differences in survival were previously shown in these populations (Lucas & French, 2012). Altogether, survival in the full model was specified on a logit scale based on \( \mu_g \) as group-specific means, \( \beta x_i \) as the slope of the individual covariate \( x \), and \( \epsilon_{g,t} \) as group-specific deviations (temporal residuals) with \( \sigma^2_g \) as group-specific temporal variances:

\[
\text{logit}(\phi_{i,t}) = \mu_{g(i)} + \beta x_i + \epsilon_{g(i),t}
\]

\[
\epsilon_{g,t} \sim \text{Normal}(0, \sigma^2_g).
\]
**Jolly-Seber Model**

An open-population JS model of the CMR data was developed as a restricted dynamic occupancy model (state transitions of ‘not yet entered’, ‘alive’, and ‘dead’) to estimate annual local recruitment \(B\) and population abundance \(N\) at each site (Royle & Dorazio, 2008). Here, complete capture-histories of the marked individuals (i.e., leading capture-history zeros) were included as opposed to conditioning on first capture with the CJS models. Parameter-expanded data augmentation was implemented by adding all-zero capture-histories (200 pseudo-individuals per population), which resulted in a larger data set of a fixed dimension and allowed for a reparametrized version of the model to be analyzed based on an entry-removal process (Royle et al., 2007; Royle & Dorazio, 2012). By again using a hierarchical Bayesian framework (Kery & Schaub, 2011), fixed group effects of site and random time effects of year were combined to estimate survival and its temporal variability at each site separately. Fixed time effects were included for recruitment, along with a constant capture rate. In doing so, population abundance \(N\) at year \(t\) was derived from the latent state variable \(Z_{i,t}\), where \(i\) is an individual among the total number of individuals \(M\):

\[
N_t = \sum_{i=1}^{M} Z_{i,t}
\]

Estimates of annual population abundance allowed for calculations of population growth rate \(\lambda\) as well as population density \((N/ha)\), given the measured areas of each site. Additionally, the number of newly entered individuals \(B\) (local recruitment) at each site in year \(t\) was derived as:

\[
B_t = \sum_{i=1}^{M} (1 - Z_{i,t-1}) Z_{i,t}
\]
This allowed for calculations of per capita recruitment based on annual population abundances. Estimates for the number of lizards ever alive at each site during the study ($N_s$; superpopulation size) were derived from the summation of local recruitment $B$ as:

$$N_s = \sum B$$

**Model Fitting**

All models were fit in JAGS (v. 4.2.0; Plummer, 2015) using the ‘R2jags’ package (v. 0.03.08; Su & Yajima, 2015) in the R environment (v. 3.3.1; R Core Team, 2016). For both the CJS and JS models, group-specific detection, mean survival, and standard deviation were assigned uniform priors, $U(0, 1)$, $U(0, 1)$, and $U(0, 10)$, respectively. Covariate slopes of individual heterogeneity in the CJS models were assigned normal priors, $N(0, 0.001)$. Due to blood volume limitations, a population by year mean was calculated for lizards missing a particular physiological covariate value, and each of these were used to complete the data set for analysis. All individual covariates were standardized to have a mean of zero and SD of one to improve the efficiency of the MCMC sampler and make interpretation of model coefficients easier.

For each model, three separate chains were run in parallel with different starting values. Initially, 50,000 sampling iterations were included, with the first 20,000 discarded for adaptation and burn-in, and a thinning rate that kept every sixth sample, resulting in 15,000 samples for inference. To assess model convergence, trace plots were observed to have good mixing of the chains and consistent approximate posterior distributions. Brooks-Gelman-Rubin $R$ statistics were also calculated for all parameters ($\hat{R} < 1.03$; Brooks & Gelman, 1998). Estimates were
reported as posterior means and 95% credible intervals for all parameters, unless specified otherwise.

**CJS Model Comparison and Assessment**

Widely Applicable Information Criterion (WAIC; Watanabe, 2013) scores were calculated to compare candidate CJS models fitted with the suite of fixed and random effect structures. The WAIC technique is valid in models with random effect structures and is generally recommended for Bayesian ecological analyses (Hooten & Hobbs, 2015). Specifically, WAIC is a function of the likelihood and the estimated number of parameters and provides a close approximation to out-of-sample predictive performance, wherein lower values suggest a better predictive model (i.e., lowest WAIC; Gelman et al., 2014). As such, model specifications and estimates were based on the model most supported by the data. Here, the most competitive model was one with linear effects of bactericidal ability (i.e., immunocompetence) on survival, conflated across habitat types (Table 2.2). Survival estimates were calculated by back-transformation of the logit scale (i.e., the logit function transforms the estimates into survival probabilities constrained between 0 and 1).
Table 2.2 Model assessment and comparison results for the patterns of variation in vital rates associated with habitat type (urban, natural), individual heterogeneity (physiological covariate), and temporal variability (year) of adult side-blotched lizards. The top model is indicated in bold. Predictive ability for each model is based on the Widely Applicable Information Criterion (WAIC), whereby models with a lower score are more supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WAIC</th>
<th>ΔWAIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$ (habitat x year + bactericidal ability) $p$ (habitat)</td>
<td>424.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$ (habitat x year) $p$ (habitat)</td>
<td>428.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$ (habitat x year + oxidative status) $p$ (habitat)</td>
<td>428.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$ (habitat x year + corticosterone) $p$ (habitat)</td>
<td>430.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS

Capture data summary

There were 981 captures of 932 individuals over the six years of study (Table 2.1). The sex ratio of captured lizards was 1.02 females:1 male; 496 individuals were female and 485 were male. The largest number of individuals were captured at natural site 3, followed by urban site 3 and urban site 1. Of 981 captured individuals, 938 were captured in only one year, 37 were captured in two years, and 6 were captured in three years. The longest interval between the first and last capture of a lizard was three years, but most lizards were recaptured one year (3.8% of recaptures) or two years (0.6%) after their most recent capture.

Cormack-Jolly-Seber Model

Mean apparent survival was higher at natural areas outside of St. George (\( \Phi = 0.316, 95\% \text{ CRI} = 0.162-0.596 \)) compared to urban areas within St. George (Fig. 2.2; \( \Phi = 0.107, 95\% \text{ CRI} = 0.021-0.437 \)). The temporal variability in survival was almost twice as great for urban habitats (\( \sigma = 0.883, 95\% \text{ CRI} = 0.031–3.304 \)) than natural habitats (\( \sigma = 0.481, 95\% \text{ CRI} = 0.016-2.02 \)). Survival rates also increased with bactericidal ability as a covariate, though this immune–survival relationship yielded large uncertainty (\( \beta = 0.181, 95\% \text{ CRI} = -0.121-0.477; \) Table 2.3; Fig. 2.4). Here, the survival curve showed an increase in survival probability with bactericidal scores, going from a survival rate of <0.2 for lizards with <40% bacterial killing to a peak survival rate of 1.0 for lizards with 100% bactericidal ability.
Table 2.3 Summary statistics for posterior distributions from the top CJS model of demographic parameters based on data collected from urban and natural populations of adult side-blotched lizards between 2012–2017. The 95% credible intervals are defined by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Component</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Prior distribution</th>
<th>Prior values</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>2.5%</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>Mean apparent survival (urban)</td>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean apparent survival (natural)</td>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD, year random effect on survival (urban)</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>3.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD, year random effect on survival (natural)</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BKA effect on survival</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>Normal (0, 0.001)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>-0.121</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture</td>
<td>Mean capture probability (urban)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean capture probability (natural)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Uniform (0, 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: SD, standard deviation.
Figure 2.2 Average apparent annual survival estimates ($\Phi$) for adult side-blotched lizards from each habitat type. Points represent posterior means with lines spanning 95% credible intervals.
Figure 2.3 Annual apparent survival (Φ) for adult side-blotched lizards from each habitat type for 2012–2017. Points represent posterior means with lines spanning 95% credible intervals. Solid points indicate urban habitats while hollow points are natural habitats.
Figure 2.4 Estimated trends in apparent survival ($\Phi$) as a function of bactericidal ability (%) for adult side-blotched lizards across habitat types.
**Jolly-Seber Model**

Each of the populations were estimated to have increased or remained stable in abundance between 2012-2015 (Table 2.4). By the 2015 sampling occasion, the largest populations were at urban site 2 ($N = 113.44, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 45.0\text{-}266.0$) and urban site 3 ($N = 272.13, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 57.0\text{-}389.0$), while the smallest were at natural site 1 ($N = 83.34, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 58.0\text{-}124.0$) and natural site 2 ($N = 94.63, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 64.0\text{-}127.0$; Fig. 2.5). Between 2015-2017, most populations decreased but the rate of their trajectories were site-specific (Fig. 2.6), such that in the most extreme case, the population at urban site 2 effectively crashed by 2016 ($N = 2.66, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 0\text{-}13$) and remained as such in 2017 ($N = 1.71, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 0\text{-}9$; Fig. 2.5).

During the last sampling occasion in 2017, the largest population abundances were at urban site 3 ($N = 267.10, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 58.0\text{-}389$) and natural site 1 ($N = 100.01, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 72.0\text{-}152.0$), while the smallest were at urban site 2 ($N = 1.71, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 0\text{-}9$) and natural site 3 ($N = 65.87, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 49\text{-}84$; Fig. 2.5). Population density estimates shared similar trends to that of the population abundances (Fig. 2.7), wherein densities by 2015 were largest at urban site 2 ($N/ha = 345.85, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 137.2\text{-}810.98$) and urban site 3 ($N/ha = 343.17, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 71.88\text{-}490.54$), while smallest at urban site 2 ($N/ha = 5.22, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 0.0\text{-}27.44$) and natural site 3 ($N/ha = 41.43, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 30.82\text{-}52.83$). Per-capita recruitment between 2013-2017 was estimated to be consistently higher at urban site 1 but was otherwise higher at natural sites (Table 2.4; Fig. 2.8).

Estimated abundances of the superpopulation (i.e., number of lizards ever alive) at each site during the 2012-2017 period were also comparable (Table 2.4; Fig. 2.9), wherein estimates were highest for natural site 3 ($N_s = 375.47, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 318.0\text{-}398.0$) but lowest for urban site 2 ($N_s = 266.94, 95\%\text{ CRI} = 253.0\text{-}269.0$).
Figure 2.5 Estimates of annual population abundance ($N$) for adult side-blotched lizards at each site for 2012–2017. Points represent posterior means with lines at each point spanning 95% credible intervals.
Figure 2.6 Estimates of population growth rate ($\lambda$) for adult side-blotched lizards at each site for 2012–2016. Points represent posterior means with lines at each point spanning 95% credible intervals.
Figure 2.7 Estimates of population densities (N/ha) for adult side-blotched lizards at each site for 2012–2017. Points represent posterior means with lines at each point spanning 95% credible intervals.
**Figure 2.8** Estimates of local per-capita recruitment for adult side-blotched lizards at each site for 2013–2017. Points represent posterior means with lines at each point spanning 95% credible intervals.
Figure 2.9 Estimates for the number of adult side-blotched lizards ever alive at each site during the 2012-2017 study (superpopulation size, $N_s$) using restricted occupancy parameterizations. Points represent posterior means with lines at each point spanning 95% credible intervals. Urban and natural sites are respectively abbreviated as ‘U’ and ‘N’, followed by their numeric identifier.
Evidence for urban impacts on wildlife vital rates is amassing, and more studies are revealing the implications of individual physiology when residing in urban habitats (Wikelski & Cooke, 2006). Yet, studies considering both the individual- and population-level responses to urban development are largely underrepresented for reptiles (French et al., 2018). Herein, population vital rates (survival, abundance, and recruitment) of side-blotched lizards residing in urban and natural habitats were assessed with Bayesian hierarchical CMR modeling. Individual physiological traits shaping population-level differences in survival were also identified as a result. Overall, annual survival rates were lower in urban habitats and directly corresponded with individual-level differences in immunocompetence (bactericidal ability). Despite the projected survival differences, as well as an observed population crash at one of the urban sites, estimates of urban population abundance and density were either larger or comparable to those at natural sites, whereas per-capita recruitment was more often higher at natural sites. Altogether, these findings reveal how populations of a widespread lizard species differentially respond to environmental conditions across an urban-natural landscape.

Lower survival estimated at urban habitats is a key indicator that these lizards are negatively impacted by anthropogenic disturbance. The estimates for annual survival herein are consistent with seasonal estimates previously attained for some of these populations (Lucas & French, 2012), suggesting short-term models of survival can, to some extent, predict the negative effect of anthropogenic disturbance on long-term rates. Although survival was comparatively lower at urban habitats, the likelihood of survival was nonetheless estimated to be only moderate for lizards residing in natural habitats. These estimates were unlikely to be overly conflated by movement patterns among populations (i.e., emigration) given the territoriality and small home
range of this species (Wilson, 1991; Scoular et al., 2011). Instead, these findings lend support to side-blotched lizards being generally short-lived in this region (Tinkle, 1967; Gadsden & Castaneda, 2012), prompting the need to monitor other demographic processes (e.g., productivity) in future work. Aside from marked habitat differences in survival, there was also a high degree of uncertainty in the estimates that were likely owed to low recapture rates, and the fate of lizards remaining unknown. Such variability highlights the importance of long-term, multi-population studies for assessing this key vital rate with greater certainty (Sandercock, 2020). Survival estimates from a closely related species, a nearby population of the same species, or from the same population within a narrow period are therefore unlikely to predict accurately the apparent survival in each type of habitat for a focal species. As such, demographic population models should not rely solely on mean estimates, but rather include temporal variation in survival in a stochastic framework, as well as spatial variation (Chandler et al., 2018). Combined, these comparisons suggest that for lizards in urban habitats, there is greater potential for mortality and thus a shorter lifespan, as compared to lizards in undisturbed, natural habitats.

Despite the lower likelihood of urban survival, most of the *U. stansburiana* populations were comparable in abundance at urban and natural areas. Moreover, populations in both habitat types exhibited relatively stable growth rates with some site-specific fluctuations each year, though lower urban survival was consistent with the observed population crash at urban site 2. Apart from this extreme circumstance, the moderate to large urban population abundance indicate *U. stansburiana*, among other lizards (*Phrynosoma* spp., *Sceloporus* spp.) can otherwise tolerate the anthropogenic disturbances that have been normalized in these riparian areas (Doherty et al., 2020; Vesy et al., 2021). The capacity to do so in this species may be attributable to their short generation times (~1 year), which allow surviving hatchlings to reach maturity and
reproduce during subsequent breeding seasons (Tinkle, 1967). In addition, urban *U. stansburiana* can exhibit greater reproductive output (i.e., larger clutch sizes; Lucas & French, 2012), which may be a tradeoff with survival to maintain population viability (Capdevila et al., 2022). This was evident at urban site 1, where population abundance was lower and less dense than at the other urban sites, allowing for higher per-capita recruitment that was on par with that of the natural populations. Here, local recruitment was assumed to be mainly due to reproductive output, in contrast to the natural sites, where recruitment was more likely attributed to both reproduction and immigration from surrounding areas (Le Galliard, 2005). This would help explain how the numbers of lizards ever alive at each site during the study (i.e., superpopulation) were similar, if reproductive output was in fact higher at urban sites. Altogether, the product of these vital rates reconcile how populations of this species can persist in face of anthropogenic disturbances.

The urban riparian zones from which the lizards were sampled host various disturbances that could be compromising survival (personal observation). The underlying facilitator among these is arguably the replacement of nearby native vegetation and rocky areas with built-up infrastructure (e.g., buildings, parking lots, roads, recreational trails, bridges, retention walls). An extreme case of this process was evident when urban site 2 was cleared in 2015 for the development of a parking lot and shopping center, which extirpated the local population (i.e., no lizards were found in subsequent seasons). If any lizards did survive the site demolition, they were likely displaced elsewhere. Urban sites 1 and 3 seem to be less susceptible to this degree of habitat loss as they are both within designated recreation areas. However, these areas have been partially cleared and landscaped for a highly trafficked trail. as well as for nearby commercial and residential structures and lots. These artificial barriers, impervious surfaces, and nearby
human activities likely confine most lizards to the challenges within the remnant patches, while those that leave are potentially threatened by roadside collisions (Koenig et al., 2002; Andrews et al., 2015) and a potential lack of available resources elsewhere (van Heezik & Ludwig, 2012).

Unlike the space available at the natural sites, the limited area allotted for lizards at most urban sites are likely contributing to their higher densities, including those observed for other species with similar habitat requirements (e.g., *Urosaurus ornatus*, *Sce1oporus magister*, *Cnemidophorus tigris*). If resources such as food, refuge, and/or mates are ever contested in these densely populated areas (particularly at smaller urban patches), increased agonistic encounters may occur (e.g., Dunham, 1980; Smith, 1981; Vervust et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2011), along with injuries that compromise survival (Wilson, 1992; Fox & McCoy, 2000; Baxter-Gilbert & Whiting, 2019). Similarly, the greater prevalence of predators observed in these areas, including cats (*F. catus*), coachwhip snakes (*M. flagellum*), and roadrunners (*G. californianus*), indicates urban *U. stansburiana* are more likely susceptible to injuries and mortality as prey items (Wilson, 1991; Koenig et al., 2002; Audsley et al., 2006; Stobo-Wilson et al., 2021; Mella-Méndez et al., 2022). A greater potential for intra- and interspecies interactions among the urban *U. stansburiana* are corroborated by their higher detection probabilities (i.e., probability of recapture). Frequent contact with competitors and predators also increases the likelihood of disease and parasite transmission, which would also threaten survival (Bradley & Altizer, 2007; Brerley et al., 2013; Becker et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2019). Combined, the intensities of these disturbances at urban versus natural sites are liable to shape the different survival outcomes found for *U. stansburiana*. Yet, since the inferences herein are based solely on observations. Explicit tests linking their survival to these variable urban factors, among others, should be considered in future work. When accounting for individual physiology, survival
estimates were best supported by the data when expressed as a function of bactericidal ability. Here, the likelihood of survival across habitats was greater for lizards with better immunocompetence. These findings corroborate previous within-year survival models that included bactericidal ability as a covariate (Lucas & French, 2012). Taken together, aspects of individual immunity may therefore be a key aspect of population vital rates for *U. stansburiana*. Indeed, immune function has been well documented to be pivotal for lizards recovering from wounds and infections that can occur during environmental challenges (e.g., territorial disputes, predatory encounters). Habitat differences in survival observed in this study may therefore be partly explained by the greater injury rates that can occur for lizards in urban areas (Winchell et al., 2019; Baxter-Gilbert & Whiting, 2019; Balakrishna et al., 2021), coupled with the lower immune function (i.e., wound healing rates, bactericidal ability) previously found for urban populations of this species (Lucas & French, 2012). Given the energetic costs of immune defense and cellular repair (Demas et al., 2011, 2012), lizards in urban areas may be less likely to afford recovery from an immune challenge (Hudson et al., 2021a). For an effective response, tradeoffs between the immune system and other physiological demands are often necessary when resources are limited for lizards (Meylan et al., 2013; Neuman-Lee & French, 2014; Smith et al., 2017; Hudson et al., 2021b). The chances of mortality could therefore be greater for lizards with an insufficient energy budget or one that prioritizes investment in other systems (Lochmiller & Deerenberg, 2000; Graham et al., 2011).

Despite less support for baseline corticosterone or oxidative stress as covariates in estimating survival, these two parameters may still be relevant due to their roles in immune tradeoffs. Given that corticosterone secretion helps to mobilize energy for the demands of daily (e.g., foraging, social interactions) and seasonal routines (e.g., reproductive cycles), as well as
life history responses to predictable and unpredictable events (Wingfield et al., 1998; Sapolsky et al., 2000; Landys et al., 2006; Angelier & Wingfield, 2013; Crespi et al., 2013), investment may be divested from immunity as a result (Cain & Cidlowski, 2017; Bereshchenko et al., 2018).

Indeed, elevated baseline corticosterone levels that accompany excessive allostatic load during environmental challenges, whether they be natural or anthropogenic, can suppress lizard immunity and impair survival (Svensson et al., 2002; Comendant et al., 2003; Josserand et al., 2017). Conversely, reactive oxygen species produced by immune cells during an injury or infection can cause oxidative stress that, if not combated, can lead to oxidative damage and reduced longevity (Soneja et al., 2005; Sorci & Faivre, 2009; Nathan & Cunningham-Bussel, 2013; Costantini, 2014). Oxidative stress arising from other physiological processes (e.g., reproduction; Webb et al., 2019; French et al., 2021; Virgin et al., 2022) can alternatively impair immunity by reducing immune cell function and, in turn, compromise recovery from a challenge (Sordillo & Aitken, 2009; Cannizzo et al., 2011; Rahal et al., 2014; Tobler et al., 2015). As such, those that can afford the recurring energetic and oxidative costs of immunity may be more likely to survive. If so, lizards of each sex may be differentially affected due to their respective physiological demands during the breeding season. Since low statistical power (i.e., limited sample size) prevented the inclusion of multiple individual covariates to test for interactive or even additive effects, relationships between circulating corticosterone, oxidative stress, and immunity should be considered for each sex in future work on urban lizard survival.

In conclusion, this research provides important information on population vital rates of lizards residing in urban and natural habitats, which is currently needed for wildlife conservation (Magle et al., 2012). Lower annual survival and population crashes that occur in urban areas occupied by this wide-spread and resilient lizard emphasize the need for management actions to
mitigate effects induced by anthropogenic disturbances, especially for species that are more vulnerable than others. These results also demonstrate the power and flexibility of Bayesian hierarchical models for estimating the vital rates of a lizard species, particularly the effect of individual covariates on survival, such that a researchers’ ability to extract the most information from available data could be improved. Physiological characteristics that allow reptiles to survive and persist in variable landscapes, such as immune function for a small lizard species, help elucidate potential fitness and population-level consequences of anthropogenic stressors. In future monitoring of lizard populations, especially those in urban habitats, physiological measures should continue to be taken as predictors of population sustainability. This will be useful for developing sustainable management regimes for populations vulnerable to the effects of anthropogenic disturbance, as well as better understanding the processes that drive observed population changes.
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CHAPTER III

GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION MAPPING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAITS IN WILD LIZARD POPULATIONS

Physiological traits are of evolutionary importance given their roles in optimizing fitness for wild animals. While trait performances or capacities are often reported in the literature, physiological expression can be complex, with relationships that vary across environmental conditions. Understanding the genetic architecture of physiological traits is therefore a necessary step to discerning the sources of individual phenotypic variation. Unfortunately, the genetic contributions for these physiological functions (e.g., additive genetic variation) and their relationships with other traits are not known for many taxa. To help fill this knowledge gap, genotyping-by-sequencing data was generated from wild populations of side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*). Multi-locus genome-wide association mapping was applied to these data, to quantify genetic variation for physiological traits and to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with their expression. The traits considered included basal measures of innate immunity (i.e., bacterial killing ability or BKA), oxidative resistance (i.e., antioxidant capacity or OXY), and energy-mobilizing glucocorticoid hormone (i.e., corticosterone or CORT) in blood plasma. Here, the proportion of the variation in trait expression explained by the genetic data (i.e., “chip” heritability) was estimated along with the number and contribution of individual loci with measurable effects. Genomic prediction was also implemented to assess phenotypic and genetic variance-covariance matrices (P- and G-matrices) within versus among populations. Variation in each trait was owed to a polygenic basis with low
to moderate heritability and few measurable effect loci. The P- and G-matrices were generally similar, though with slight exceptions across populations. These findings will be useful for determining the molecular and cellular functions of candidate regions associated with each trait and inferring which mechanisms have shaped their evolution in reptiles.

INTRODUCTION

Physiological systems are crucial for the life history and fitness of animals (Stearns, 1992; Roff, 2002), prompting the need to study how and why they vary across environmental contexts (Ricklefs, & Wikelski, 2002). Variation in physiological performance (or capacity) is now assessed using in situ and/or ex situ methods to mechanistically understand life history patterns (reviewed in Bennett & Huey, 1990; Garland & Carter, 1994; Feder et al., 2000). Yet, the sources giving rise to variation in physiological traits and their relationships remain largely unexplored, despite this information being instrumental to explaining if and how physiological performance is selected upon within and among populations. Apart from environmental sources (i.e., plasticity; Scheiner, 1993), phenotypic variation is assumed to be largely owed to small contributions from genetic variants segregating in animal populations (Lynch & Walsh, 1998). Identifying the genetic contributions to physiological traits of interest is therefore a necessary step to understand how traits perform and interact, how selection may act on each trait, and how the interactions among traits might influence responses to selection.

The functional capacities of physiological traits have been under ongoing scrutiny regarding their ecological and evolutionary relationships in wildlife populations (reviewed in Williams et al., 2021). Of interest in this context is the ability to respond to injuries and
infections via the immune system, as failing to mount an effective immune response can jeopardize organismal health (McKean & Lazzaro, 2011; Wobeser, 2013). Along the same line, the capacity to resist prooxidant chemical species generated for essential cellular functions, including immunity (e.g., Soneja et al., 2005; Costantini & Moller, 2009; Nathan & Cunningham-Bussel, 2013), has been recognized as important because poor antioxidant defenses can undermine longevity via excessive oxidative stress (e.g., oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and lipids; Halliwell & Gutteridge, 2015; Sies et al., 2017). Moreover, metabolic hormones that mobilize energy stores for mediating responses to environmental challenges (i.e., glucocorticoids; Sapolsky et al., 2000; Crespi et al., 2013) are of importance because of their influence over physiological systems contributing to fitness (Wingfield et al., 1998; Angelier & Wingfield, 2013). In fact, components of immune function and oxidative resistance have been linked to the regulatory functions of glucocorticoids (Costantini et al., 2011; Cain & Cidlowski, 2017; Bereshchenko et al., 2018; Chainy & Sahoo, 2020; Vagasi et al., 2018; Gormally et al., 2019; Majer et al., 2019) and to each other (Sorci & Faivre, 2009; Hasselquist & Nilsson, 2012; Costantini, 2014; Sebastiano et al., 2018), potentiating complex genetic and phenotypic relationships, which remain unmapped. Components of these physiological systems have so far been shown to be directly encoded in the genome and thus inherited through the germ line, to some extent (Kimbrell & Beutler, 2001; Pamplona & Costantini, 2011; Vettorazzi et al., 2021). As such, estimations of their additive genetic variation, or heritability (Zaitlen & Kraft, 2012), are feasible and promising for making evolutionary inference regarding their patterns of phenotypic variation (i.e., degree to which a trait may evolve; Falconer, 1996).

Quantifying heritability in the wild is beginning to extend beyond traditional paradigms (e.g., experimental breeding, pedigree data; Lynch & Walsh, 1998; Kruuk, 2004), via the
identification of genomic regions that harbor genetic variants for each trait. Genotyping-by-sequencing is a rapid, low-cost, and robust approach for screening breeding populations using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; Narum et al., 2013; Deakin & Ezaz, 2019).

Systematically capturing genotype-phenotype associations is of fundamental significance to understand the genetic architecture of complex quantitative traits, such as those presumably comprising physiological systems. Polygenic mapping methods can relate trait variation to genetic variants simultaneously, to identify potential major-effect mutations, but also to generate robust estimates of trait genetic variances and covariances, regardless of whether phenotypic variation is owed to few or many genes of large or small effect (e.g., Zhou et al., 2013; Moser et al., 2015; Zeng & Zhou, 2017; Zhu & Zhou, 2020). These methods can also parse the relative contributions of genetic variants with measurable (modest to large) versus near-infinitesimal effects to trait genetic variances and covariances (Lucas et al., 2018; Gompert et al., 2019). Various mapping approaches have so far been applied to quantitative traits of other wild animal populations (e.g., Comeault et al., 2014; Pallares et al., 2014, 2015; Santure et al., 2015, 2018; Johnston et al., 2016; Riesch et al., 2017). All of those support the notion that the complexity of the genotype-phenotype map determines the speed and trajectory of the response to evolutionary processes (Orr, 2000; Hansen & Houle, 2008; Walsh & Blows, 2009; Wagner & Zhang, 2011).

Yet, phenotype mapping studies on complex traits remain rare across taxonomic groups and, as a result, comparatively little is known about the genetic underpinnings of some of the most important physiological systems and their evolution.

When mapping physiological traits of a species, patterns of phenotypic and genetic covariances (as captured by P- and G-matrices) should be considered within and among populations, so that evolutionary and ecological inferences can be made on their genetic
architecture. Various morphological and life history traits have so far been shown to exhibit patterns of covariation attributable to genetic and environmental factors (e.g., Delahaie et al., 2017; Sniegula et al., 2018). Stability in these patterns across populations should reflect a degree of genetic constraint for a given set of traits, whereby evolutionary change directs and inhibits variation in certain directions both across space and over time (Puentes et al., 2016). Covariance may therefore occur for physiological traits linked to immunity, oxidative resistance, and energy balance if their genetic basis diverges across populations in a correlated manner. Here, genetic correlations due to one or several loci regulating multiple traits (i.e., pleiotropy; Stearns, 2010) or alleles being tightly linked by nonrandom association (i.e., linkage disequilibrium or LD; Barton, 2011) may cause physiological traits to evolve together, though as mentioned, among-population covariance can also occur among those that are not genetically correlated. In either case, correlated changes in physiological traits could be directed or inhibited simultaneously by several different evolutionary processes among populations including mutation, selection, migration, and drift (Armbruster & Schwaegerle, 1996). Despite the importance of interpreting their causation, no studies to date have considered phenotypic and genetic covariances in the context of mapping physiological traits of reptiles.

The goal of this study was to quantify the genetic architecture of physiological traits within and among local populations of a wide-spread reptile, the side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana). Squamate reptiles, the group encompassing this lizard species, serve as important models in ecological and evolutionary physiology (e.g., Seebacher, 2005; Kearney et al., 2009; Poletta et al., 2013; Van Dyke et al., 2014; Andrew et al., 2017), suggesting the utility in understanding the genetic basis of their physiological systems. Here, polygenic mapping and genomic prediction were implemented using Bayesian sparse linear mixed models (BSLMMs) to
associate genetic variation with differences in their bacterial killing ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and levels of the glucocorticoid hormone, corticosterone (CORT). Fitting polygenic Bayesian mapping models to genotypic data derived from SNPs allowed for the (i) estimation of the proportion of phenotypic variance in the trait attributable to additive genetic variance among individuals (narrow-sense heritability) or genetic variation explaining physiological trait variation, (ii) identification of SNPs directly and/or indirectly associated with the physiological pathways under scrutiny, and (iii) the extent that candidate SNPs explain their effects on physiological variation. Genomic prediction provided a means to describe patterns of phenotypic and genetic covariances and quantify the consistency of the genetic variance-covariance matrix (G-matrix), so that evolutionary inferences could be made concerning the direction of genetic covariances within versus among populations. Additive genetic variation underlying each physiological trait was hypothesized to be polygenic, but low to moderate in measure, considering that traits closely linked to fitness are generally less heritable (e.g., Gustafsson, 1986; Mousseau & Roff, 1987). However, heritability was predicted to be relatively consistent within local populations. Further, given the suspected low to moderate heritability for physiological traits (e.g., Martins et al., 2019), their phenotypic correlations were not expected to be strongly reflected at the genetic level (i.e., weak genetic correlations) across populations.

METHODS

Study system

*Uta stansburiana* are small, short-lived, and abundant lizards found throughout dry regions of western North America (Stebbins & McGinnis, 2018). Their distribution is widespread overall, albeit influenced by the availability of riparian zones within deserts and their limited dispersal among
localities (i.e., dispersal beyond 300 m is rare; Doughty & Sinervo, 1994). Researchers have often used
*U. stansburiana* for studies of life history, ecophysiology, and evolution (e.g., Tinkle, 1969; Sinervo & Light, 1991). Due to their ease of capture and sampling, large abundance, simple diploid genetics (34 chromosomes; consisting of 12 macro- and 22 microchromosomes), and generation time (~1-2 years), these lizards are suitable for population genetics (Pennock et al., 1968; Turner et al., 1970). Lizards from this study consisted of six populations located in or around one of the fastest growing urban areas in the United States, St. George, Utah (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). Three populations reside in fragmented habitats within St. George, where they are exposed to novel substrates (e.g., impervious surfaces), daily human interactions (e.g., recreational, construction, and maintenance activities), competitors (e.g., tree lizards), and novel predators (e.g., cats). The remaining three sites are in a natural area north of St. George and are not exposed to similar human pressures. Each site included rocky areas (≤ 1.8 ha) that were situated near or along a riparian corridor. The six sites lay an average of 21 km from one another (minimum = 4 km; maximum = 42 km; Fig. 2.1). All of which were close to the intersection of the Great Basin, Colorado Plateau and Mojave Desert.

*Field sampling and processing*

Adult side-blotched lizards were captured with a snare pole during their breeding season (May 2012 - 2017) at the sites within and around St. George, Utah, USA (*N* = 757). Urban site 2 was demolished for commercial development in late 2015, and as a result, no lizards were found there in 2016 and 2017 (Table 3.1). Lizards were collected between 0800 – 1300 to limit circadian variation in physiological condition (Dallman et al., 1987; Jones & Gillham, 1988). Whole blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus of each lizard with a heparinized capillary tube within a validated window of time (≤ 3 minutes) to measure basal physiology (Romero & Reed, 2005; Tylan et al., 2020). Blood
samples were centrifuged at 6000 RPM for 10 minutes to isolate plasma and erythrocytes. To control for performance in physiological assays (Claunch et al., 2022), samples were kept on ice until they were stored at −80 °C for lab analyses at Utah State University in Logan, Utah. After blood processing, a unique combination of one to four whole toes were removed from each lizard for identification, circumventing pseudo-replication of sampling across years. Lizard sex was also determined based on dorsal color pattern (speckled blue for males, ornate brown for females) and the presence or absence of hemipenes. All lizards were returned to their capture locations after completion. The work presented here was approved under the Department of Wildlife Resources COR #1COLL8382 and Utah State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee’s protocol #2068.

**Bacterial killing ability**

Bactericidal ability was quantified with a validated volume of blood plasma (6 ul) to assess the relative abundances of circulating immune components (e.g., natural antibodies, antimicrobial peptides; reviewed in Demas, 2011). Using the protocol outlined in French and Neuman-Lee (2012), a 1:2 plasma dilution was combined with CO₂-independent medium (Gibco # 18-045-088, ThermoFisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY, USA), 4 nM l-glutamine, 10⁴ colony-producing units of *Escherichia coli* (EPowerTM Microorganisms #483-581-1, ATCC 8739, MicroBioLogics, St. Cloud, MN, USA), and agar broth on a 96-well microplate. Included were both positive (i.e., media and bacteria with no plasma) and negative (i.e., media and no plasma or bacteria) controls to account for potential growth and ensure there was no contamination. The plate was incubated for a 12-h period, at which point absorbance per well was measured with a microplate reader at 300 nm (xMark; BioRad Benchmark, Hercules, CA, USA). Bactericidal ability was then calculated as (1 − (absorbance of sample/absorbance of positive controls) ×
Each sample was run in duplicate to generate an average percent score of bactericidal ability. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.

**Antioxidant capacity**

Total non-enzymatic antioxidant capacity was measured using an OXY-Adsorbent test (MC002, Diacron International, Italy), which determines effectiveness of the blood antioxidant barrier by quantifying tolerance of the oxidant action of hypochlorous acid (HClO). Here, 2 µl of plasma were diluted in 100 µl of distilled water, and manufacturer instructions were followed thereafter for measuring 96-well microplates with a spectrophotometer at 505 nm (xMark, Bio-Rad). Measures of total antioxidant capacity, or OXY (mol HClO/ml), were acquired with coefficients of variation <20% within and among all assays.

**Corticosterone**

Following a protocol outlined in Neuman-Lee and French (2017), radioimmunoassays were conducted on plasma samples (10 µL) for CORT (Ab: MP Biomedicals # 07-120016). Samples were extracted with 30% ethyl acetate:isoctane and run in duplicate for the assay. Individual recoveries were calculated from the extractions to correct for final concentrations with a minimum level of detection of 0.3 ng/ml. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.

**Physiological trait measurements**

Hierarchical models were built to remove the potential effects of sex and population, whereby physiological measurements (bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone levels) were modeled as a function of population-specific sex effects. Hierarchical normal priors were placed on
these effects with a uniform prior for the variance. Residuals were taken by removing the sex and population means when analyzing across populations, but only sex means were removed for analyzing within populations. Models were fit using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) with the ‘R2jags’ package (v. 0.03-08; Su & Yajima, 2015) in R (v. 3.3.1; R Core Team, 2016). All physiological measurements were standardized to have a mean of zero and SD of one to improve the efficiency of the MCMC sampler and make interpretation of model coefficients easier. For each model, three separate chains were run in parallel with different starting values. Models included 40,000 sampling iterations, with the first 20,000 discarded for adaptation and burn-in, and a thinning rate that kept every sixth sample. To assess model convergence, trace plots were observed to have good mixing of the chains and consistent approximate posterior distributions. Convergence to the posterior distribution was verified by calculating the Gelman-Rubin potential scale reduction diagnostic (r-hat ≤1.03; Brooks & Gelman, 1998) for each measurement, using the R package ‘coda’ (v. 0.19.3; Plummer et al., 2006).

Phenotypic variance partitioning

Prior to genetic mapping and genomic prediction, the proportion of trait variation found among populations was quantified for each trait. The among-population variance was estimated by fitting linear mixed-effect models via restricted maximum likelihood (REML) in the R package ‘lme4’ (v. 1.1.19; Bates et al., 2015). No fixed effects were included in the models aside from the grand mean. The null hypothesis that the among-population variance was 0 was then tested using an exact restricted likelihood ratio test in the R package ‘rlrsim’ (v. 3.1.3; Scheipl et al., 2008), which was based on 10,000 simulated values to approximate the null distribution (Crainiceanu & Ruppert, 2004; Greven et al., 2008).
A principal components analysis (PCA) was also run with the R function ‘prcomp’ to summarize patterns of physiological variation from the phenotypic correlation matrix (i.e., on the centered and scaled phenotypic covariance matrix or P-matrix) across the six populations. To quantify physiological differences among these groups, Bayesian methods were used to fit the first two PC scores for each population to a bivariate normal distribution with the R package ‘rjags’ (v. 4.6; Plummer, 2016). Noninformative priors were placed on the means (normal with \( \mu = 0 \) and \( \tau = 1 \times 10^{-3} \)) and on the covariance matrix (inverse Wishart with \( k = 2 \) and \( \Sigma = I_2 \)), and inferences were made from two MCMC runs with a 1,000-iteration burn-in, 5,000 sampling iterations, and a thinning interval of four.

**DNA isolation and library preparation**

Total DNA was isolated from each erythrocyte sample using Qiagen’s DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Reduced complexity, double-digest restriction-site DNA libraries were prepared following Parchman et al. (2012) with modifications from Gompert et al. (2014). Briefly, DNA was digested with the restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI (NEB, Inc. Ipswich, MA, USA) and adaptor oligonucleotides were ligated onto the digested DNA fragments. The adaptor oligonucleotides included an Illumina adaptor and unique 8–10 bp identification sequences or barcodes for individual lizard recognition. Fragment libraries were PCR-amplified, pooled together, and fragments between 330 and 475 bp were size-selected and purified using a BluePippin (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) at the USU Center for Integrated Biosystems (Logan, UT, USA). Library preparation and sequencing took place in two batches, with 384 samples sequenced on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 in 2016 and 373 samples sequenced on two lanes of a HiSeq 4000 in 2017 (Table 3.1). All DNA libraries (\( N = 2 \)) were sequenced at the University of Texas Genomic Sequencing and
Analysis Facility (Austin, TX, USA), totaling ~870 million single-end 100 bp DNA sequences. As detailed below, care was taken during data processing and analyses to avoid possible confounding batch effects.
Table 3.1 Site information and population by year sample sizes for genome-wide association analysis.

Samples were processed in two batches (1 versus 2 below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>Long. (°W)</th>
<th>Area (acres)</th>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 1</td>
<td>37.08161</td>
<td>-113.575</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 2</td>
<td>37.09926</td>
<td>-113.532</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 3</td>
<td>37.05262</td>
<td>-113.602</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 1</td>
<td>37.24323</td>
<td>-113.452</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 2</td>
<td>37.33088</td>
<td>-113.28</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 3</td>
<td>37.25966</td>
<td>-113.369</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DNA sequence alignment and variant calling

Custom Perl scripts were used to first demultiplex pooled DNA sequences, wherein identifier barcodes served to assign DNA sequences to individual lizards (Gompert et al., 2012). Individuals with few sequences (<180,000) were removed from subsequent analyses (N = 40). Reads from all remaining individuals were assembled and clustered de novo with the software ‘vsearch’ (v. 1.11.1; Rognes et al., 2016) to create a pseudo-reference genome. Here, highly similar sequences within individuals (98% identity) were clustered together and outputted as individual centroid files, which were then combined and shuffled. A random subset was taken from the combined centroids (54,631,148 sequences) for additional clustering with a lower similarity (90% identity), a minimum sequence length of 64, and a minimum shorter/longer sequence length ratio of 0.8 to generate consensus sequences. The consensus sequences were then filtered to determine whether any would collapse at an even lower similarity (80% identity), which resulted in a subset of 411,929 distinct (non-collapsed) contigs of at least 8 reads. Contigs were then reformatted, wherein consensus sequences between 72-92 bps in length were retained to total 93,134 contigs. The resulting pseudo-reference genome was indexed, and sequences were aligned using algorithms in ‘bwa’ (v. 0.7.5; Li & Durbin, 2009), where a maximum of five nucleotide differences was allowed, with no more than two mismatches in a 20 bp seed, and a quality threshold for read trimming set to 10.

Sequence alignments were sorted and indexed for calling single nucleotide polymorphisms (i.e., SNPs) using ‘samtools’ and ‘bcftools’ (v. 0.1.19; Li et al., 2009). The coefficient for downgrading the mapping quality of reads with excessive mismatches, and the number of reads per position (max depth), per individual were both set to 50. Bases with a quality score below 15 and reads with a mapping quality below 10 were discarded. The prior for θ was set to 0.001, and SNPs where the posterior probability of an invariant nucleotide was below 0.01 were retained (Li, 2011). Sites were
filtered using custom Perl scripts and ‘vcftools’ (v. 0.1.15.6; Danecek et al., 2011), calling for bi-allelic SNPs with a minimum coverage of 700 reads, a maximum mean coverage of 20, a 4-read minimum for the non-reference allele, a minimum mapping quality of 30, and a maximum of 20% missing data across individuals. Individuals with a mean coverage of less than 1 were removed ($N = 240$). These filtering criteria were chosen to ensure sufficient coverage to estimate allele frequencies (while accounting for uncertainty in genotypes) and avoid locus drop-in and drop-out (Buerkle & Gompert, 2013). To reduce bias associated with batch effects (Tom et al., 2017), SNPs with substantial differences in sequence coverage between the two sets (more than half the mean coverage of the combined data) were removed. A final set of 7,442 SNPs and 477 individuals were retained, with a mean coverage of ~2.5x (per individual), for downstream analysis (Table 3.1).

**Estimating genotypes and allele frequencies**

As in previous studies (e.g., Gompert et al., 2014, 2015), maximum likelihood estimates of the allele frequencies for each SNP were obtained with the computer program ‘estpem’ (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014; Riesch et al., 2017). This program implements an expectation-maximization algorithm to provide allele frequency estimates that account for genotype uncertainty (Li et al., 2009; Li, 2011). Compared to methods that call genotypes first, this allowed for the inclusion of individuals with a range of sequence coverage and weighting of their contributions to the allele frequency estimates by the information carried in their sequence data (Buerkle & Gompert, 2013).

An empirical Bayesian approach was taken to estimate individual genotypes for each SNP, wherein allele frequency estimates were used to define prior probabilities for genotypes as $Pr(g = 0) = (1-p)^2$, $Pr(g = 1) = 2p(1-p)$ and $Pr(g = 2) = p^2$. Here, $g$ denotes counts for the non-reference allele (0, 1 or 2 in diploids) and $p$ denotes the corresponding allele frequency. Posterior probabilities were then
obtained according to Bayes rule as \( Pr(g|D, p) = \frac{Pr(D|g) Pr(g)}{Pr(D)} \), where \( Pr(D|g) \) defines the likelihood of the genotype given the sequence data and quality scores as calculated by ‘samtools’ and ‘bcftools’. Point estimates (posterior means) of genotypes were obtained as \( Pr(g = 0|D,p) \times 0 + Pr(g = 1|D,p) \times 1 + Pr(g = 2|D,p) \times 2 \), which resulted in values between 0 and 2 (copies of the non-reference allele). Pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated from genotype estimates using the ‘geno-r2’ function from ‘vcftools’ (v. 0.1.15; Danecek et al., 2011). Specifically, LD was measured as the squared correlation between genotypes for all pairs of SNPs in a 100 kb window.

**Genome-wide association mapping and genomic prediction**

Bayesian sparse linear mixed models (BSLMMs) were fit with ‘gemma’ (v. 0.98; Zhou et al., 2013) to (i) characterize physiological genetic architectures, (ii) identify individual trait-associated SNPs, and (iii) infer genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs), which could then be used to estimate the G-matrix describing the additive genetic covariance among the physiological traits. Unlike traditional mapping methods, this polygenic GWA method considers all SNPs simultaneously while trait values are modeled as a function of a polygenic effect (denoted \( u \)) and a vector of the potential measurable effects or associations of individual SNPs on the trait (denoted \( \beta \); Zhou et al., 2013). In brief, a MCMC algorithm with variable selection was used to estimate posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) for each SNP (probability of a zero or non-zero trait effect; Guan & Stephens, 2011), and model-averaged effect estimates were derived by weighting \( \beta \) by the respective PIP (i.e., taking the product of the posterior inclusion probability and effect estimate as a certain, model-averaged effect estimate). Consequently, for each SNP, there is an estimated posterior probability of association (i.e., PIP) and an estimated phenotypic effect conditional on the association. The polygenic term represents expected individual deviations from a grand phenotypic mean based on all SNPS, while accounting for
phenotypic covariances due to overall relatedness or genetic similarity (i.e., observed kinship; Zhou et al., 2013). The kinship matrix also controls for relatedness and population structure when estimating individual SNP effects (β) and their PIPs. In addition, SNPs in LD with the same causal variant account for each other, since only one needs to be captured by the PIPs for the model.

Derived parameters for estimating genetic architecture included the proportion of the phenotypic variance explained (PVE) by additive genetic effects (based on β and the polygenic term; this should approach the narrow-sense heritability), the proportion of PVE explained by measurable-effect SNPs or those implicated by LD (i.e., PGE; based on β alone), and the number of SNPs with measurable effects or associations that explain phenotypic variance (N_{SNP}). These metrics integrate over effect uncertainty for each of the SNPs, including whether these are nonzero. The expected trait values for an individual based on their additive genetic effects, or genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs), were obtained from the BSLMMs as captured by both β and u (i.e., a polygenic score).

BSLMMs were fit for each physiological measurement across all populations (residuals after sex and population effects removed) and within each population (residuals after sex effects removed) using thirty independent MCMC chains each with 100,000 burn-in steps, 1 million sampling steps, and a thinning interval of 10. Convergence to the posterior distribution was verified by calculating the Gelman-Rubin potential scale reduction diagnostic (r-hat ≤1.1; Brooks & Gelman, 1998). Brooks-Gelman-Rubin statistics were again calculated for PVE, PGE and N_{SNP} (r-hat < 1.1) with the R package ‘coda’ (v. 0.19.3; Plummer et al., 2006). To reduce bias in estimation, inferences were carried out using the combined values from all iterations across chains (Cowles & Carlin, 1996). Proportional values for PVE and PGE were converted to percentages for interpretation. GEBVs obtained from ‘gemma’ were used to compute the additive genetic variance–covariance matrix (G-matrix; genetic correlations among traits) for the traits within and among the six populations.
RESULTS

Physiological variation

Two of the three physiological traits exhibited significant, albeit low among-population variation, as the null model could be confidently rejected for BKA and OXY (restricted likelihood ratio test, \( p < 0.05 \)) but not CORT (\( p = 0.196 \); Table 3.2). Population explained 5% of the variation for BKA and 11.7% for OXY, but no more than 3% of the variation in CORT. The first two PCs of the phenotypic correlation matrix accounted for 79.5% of the variation among the physiological traits (Fig. 3.1). The combination of mean PC1 and PC2 scores hardly differed across populations (95% credible ellipses on the mean scores were mostly overlapping). Distributions of PC scores also overlapped across populations, though there was considerable variation within populations.
Table 3.2 REML estimates for each trait of the proportion of phenotypic variation found among *Uta stansburiana* populations ("Prop. var."). Test statistics (LR = likelihood ratios) and p-values from the null hypothesis test of no population effect are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Prop. var.</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bactericidal Ability</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>3.184</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antioxidant Capacity</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>16.259</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosterone</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1 Statistical summary of physiological traits in *Uta stansburiana* from a PCA of the phenotypic correlation matrix. Colors denote population while small points represent individual lizards. Dashed ellipses indicate 90% data ellipses generated using the ‘car’ package (v. 2.1.6, Fox & Weisberg, 2011), wherein large dots and solid ellipses denote mean PC scores (dots) and 95% credible ellipses on those means from a Bayesian fit to a bivariate normal distribution. The bivariate normal model was fit using ‘rjags’ (v. 4.6; Plummer, 2016), with uninformative priors on the means (normal with $\mu = 0$ and $\tau = 1e^{-3}$) and covariance matrix (inverse Wishart with $k = 2$ and $\Sigma = I_2$). The names ‘Leeds’, ‘Browse’ and ‘Big Hollow’ are synonymous with urban sites 1-3 while the names ‘Bluff’, ‘Dinosaur’, and ‘Manowar’ are synonymous with natural sites 1-3.
Genetic basis of physiological variation

Low PVE estimates were found for BKA across populations (posterior median = 1.9%, CrI = 0.0%–8.4%; Table 3.3; Fig. 3.2A), with an average of 19.0% of phenotypic variation due to genetic effects within populations (median PVEs ranged from 7.3% to 36.4%; Table 3.4). A modest percentage of PVE across populations was due to genetic loci with measurable effects as captured by PGE (posterior median = 35.8%, CrI = 0.0%-93.0%; Fig. 3.2B), with an average of 37.3% within populations (posterior median PGEs ranged from 35.1% to 38.6%). Low $N_{SNP}$ estimates were present across populations (posterior median = 9, CrI = 0-184; Fig. 3.2C), with an average of 17 causal loci with measurable phenotypic effects within populations (median $N_{SNP}$ ranged from 12 to 23). Consistent with these estimates, all but one SNP associated with bactericidal ability had low PIPs (PIP < 0.05) and correspondingly small model-averaged effect estimates (Table 3.5; Figs. 3-3A, 3-4A). The estimated SNP effects on bactericidal ability and their PIPs were highly correlated (Pearson r = 0.754, 95% CI = 0.742 - 0.766, p < 0.0001; Fig. 3.5A).

Moderate PVE estimates were found for OXY across populations (median = 37.2%, CrI = 20.5%–54.4%; Table 3.3; Fig. 3.2A), with an average of 69.8% of phenotypic variation due to genetic effects within populations (median PVEs ranged from 22.7% to 97.6%; Table 3.4). A modest percentage of PVE was due to genetic loci with measurable effects as captured by PGE antioxidant capacity (posterior median = 39.7%, CrI = 0.0%-92.6%; Fig. 3.2B), with an average of 52.2% attributable to genetic variants with measurable effects within populations (median PGEs ranged from 14.2% to 97.3%). Low $N_{SNP}$ estimates were present (posterior median = 59, CrI = 0-246; Fig. 3.2C), with an average of 17 causal loci with measurable phenotypic effects within populations (median $N_{SNP}$ ranged from 12 to 23). Several SNPs had moderately larger
PIPs and model-averaged effect estimates (48 SNPs with PIP > 0.05 and 11 SNPs with PIP > 0.1; Figs. 3-3B, 3-4B), consistent with the larger estimates of heritability. The estimated SNP effects on antioxidant capacity and their PIPs were highly correlated (Pearson r = 0.884, 95% CI = 0.878 – 0.890, p < 0.0001; Fig. 3.5B).

Moderate PVE estimates were also found for CORT across populations (posterior median = 24.4%, CrI = 8.3%–41.8%; Table 3.3; Fig. 3.2A), with an average of 62.5% of phenotypic variation due to genetic effects within populations (median PVEs ranged from 44.6% to 82.1%; Table 3.4). A modest percentage of PVE was due to genetic loci with measurable effects as captured by PGE (posterior median = 36.0%, CrI = 0%–91.2%; Fig. 3.2B), with an average of 53.1% attributable to genetic variants with measurable effects within populations (median PGEs ranged from 37.3% to 97.3%). Low N_{SNP} estimates were present (posterior median = 22, CrI = 0-192; Fig. 3.2C), with an average of 12 causal loci with measurable phenotypic effects within populations (median N_{SNP} ranged from 5 to 27). Several SNPs had moderately larger PIPs and model-averaged effect estimates (13 SNPs with PIP > 0.05 and 6 SNPs with PIP > 0.1; Figs. 3-3C, 3-4C), once again lending support to larger heritability estimates. The estimated SNP effects on corticosterone and their PIPs were highly correlated (Pearson r = 0.926, 95% CI = 0.922 – 0.929, p < 0.0001; Fig. 3.5C).
Table 3.3 Summary of genetic architectures for physiological traits (bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone) based on the posterior probability distributions from fitting Bayesian sparse linear mixed models. Parameters shown include the percent of phenotypic variation explained by genetic effects (PVE), the percent of PVE attributable to loci with measurable effects (PGE), and the number of loci with measurable effects ($N_{SNPs}$) for *Uta stansburiana*. Posterior distributions are summarized as median estimates with 95% credible intervals (CrI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Median PVE (CrI)</th>
<th>Median PGE (CrI)</th>
<th>Median $n \gamma$ (CrI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bactericidal Ability</td>
<td>1.9 % (0.0 % - 8.4 %)</td>
<td>35.8 % (0.0 % - 93.0 %)</td>
<td>9 (0 - 184)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antioxidant Capacity</td>
<td>37.2 % (20.5 % - 54.4 %)</td>
<td>39.7 % (0.0 % - 92.6 %)</td>
<td>59 (0 – 246)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosterone</td>
<td>24.4 % (8.3 % - 41.8 %)</td>
<td>36.0 % (0 % - 91.2 %)</td>
<td>22 (0 - 192)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.2 Violin plots for the posterior distributions taken from Bayesian sparse linear mixed models of physiological traits: bacterial killing ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and corticosterone (CORT). Parameters shown include (A) the percent of phenotypic variation explained by SNPs included in the model (PVE), (B) the percent of PVE attributable to loci with measurable effects (PGE), and (C) the number of SNPs underlying the phenotypic trait ($N_{SNP}$). Horizontal black lines display the quartiles.
Table 3.4 Summary of genetic architectures for physiological traits (bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone) based on the posterior probability distributions from fitting Bayesian sparse linear mixed models. Parameters shown include the percent of phenotypic variation explained by genetic effects (PVE), the percent of PVE attributable to loci with measurable effects (PGE), and the number of loci with measurable effects (N_{SNP}) for *Uta stansburiana*. Posterior distributions are summarized as median estimates with 95% credible intervals (CrI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Median PVE (CrI)</th>
<th>Median PGE (CrI)</th>
<th>Median N_{SNP} (CrI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 1</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>8.9% (0.0% - 36.0%)</td>
<td>38.4% (0.0% - 93.5%)</td>
<td>14 (0 – 221)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>85.0% (43.9% - 100%)</td>
<td>37.3% (0.0% - 92.6%)</td>
<td>23 (0 – 228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>82.1% (31.7% - 100%)</td>
<td>55.7% (7.4% - 99.9%)</td>
<td>6 (0 – 149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 2</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>36.4% (3.0% - 100%)</td>
<td>37.1% (0.0% - 92.8%)</td>
<td>23 (0 – 231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>97.6% (93.7% - 99.9%)</td>
<td>97.3% (94.3% - 99.9%)</td>
<td>7 (4 – 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>53.9% (0.6% - 90.4%)</td>
<td>64.8% (0.0% - 98.3%)</td>
<td>7 (0 – 184)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Site 3</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>7.3% (0.0% - 31.0%)</td>
<td>36.3% (0.0% - 92.8%)</td>
<td>12 (0 – 199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>51.1% (20.3% - 80.7%)</td>
<td>66.0% (2.8% - 99.9%)</td>
<td>15 (0 – 189)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>44.6% (10.9% - 75.7%)</td>
<td>58.2% (0.0% - 95.7%)</td>
<td>7 (0 – 179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 1</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>20.2% (0.0% - 61.4%)</td>
<td>38.6% (0.0% - 93.2%)</td>
<td>18 (0 – 238)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>22.7% (0.0% - 55.4%)</td>
<td>31.0% (0.0% - 91.4%)</td>
<td>19 (0 – 230)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>62.1% (19.7% - 96.0%)</td>
<td>37.7% (0.0% - 93.5%)</td>
<td>27 (0 – 236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 2</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>27.2% (0.0% - 65.7%)</td>
<td>38.0% (0.0% - 93.4%)</td>
<td>17 (0 – 222)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>78.0% (43.5% - 100%)</td>
<td>67.3% (4.6% - 99.9%)</td>
<td>12 (0 – 145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>54.2% (14.2% - 100%)</td>
<td>38.7% (0.0% - 93.1%)</td>
<td>21 (0 – 230)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Site 3</td>
<td><em>Bactericidal Ability</em></td>
<td>13.7% (0.0% - 48.6%)</td>
<td>35.1% (0.0% - 92.4%)</td>
<td>19 (0 – 228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antioxidant Capacity</em></td>
<td>84.3% (34.3% - 100%)</td>
<td>14.2% (0.0% - 73.6%)</td>
<td>25 (0 – 234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Corticosterone</em></td>
<td>77.8% (54.5% - 100%)</td>
<td>63.3% (35.0% - 95.6%)</td>
<td>5 (1 – 13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5 Association mapping of SNPs with the ten largest model-average point estimates for each physiological trait in *Uta stansburiana*. Bolded rows indicate positions along shared centroids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Centroid</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>PIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bactericidal ability</strong></td>
<td>10821486</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>0.0543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12256592</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10227250</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1061550</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11562638</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1062519</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11368417</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10235095</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12525079</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10666237</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antioxidant capacity</strong></td>
<td>11864101</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.0424</td>
<td>0.1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11430058</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.0421</td>
<td>0.1651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14293083</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.1332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11478156</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
<td>0.1277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10298404</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.1181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>11533605</strong></td>
<td><strong>48</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0306</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1151</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14899294</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0345</td>
<td>0.1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13945743</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>0.1118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>11533605</strong></td>
<td><strong>65</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0298</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1115</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10971214</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>0.1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corticosterone levels</strong></td>
<td>10493224</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.1553</td>
<td>0.3136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12059862</strong></td>
<td><strong>81</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.042</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1695</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10383061</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.1379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12407119</strong></td>
<td><strong>32</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.05</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1246</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13125222</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.0381</td>
<td>0.1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12059862</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0264</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1023</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13285589</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12296413</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12407119</strong></td>
<td><strong>38</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0198</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0578</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11032277</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10493224</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.1553</td>
<td>0.3136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.3 Manhattan plots of SNP effects on physiological traits including (a) bacterial killing ability (BKA), (b) antioxidant capacity (OXY), and (c) corticosterone (CORT). Points denote absolute values of model-averaged effect estimates, that is, estimates weighted by the posterior probability of a non-zero effect. In each panel, the effects of the 10 SNPs with the largest estimates are shown in green.
Figure 3.4 Manhattan plots showing posterior inclusions probabilities (PIPs) from Bayesian sparse linear mixed models relating SNPs to physiological traits including: (a) bacterial killing ability or BKA, (b) antioxidant capacity or OXY, and (c) corticosterone or CORT. Each point denotes a SNP, and top ten SNPs are colored green.
Figure 3.5 Scatterplots depicting associations of posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) and estimated SNP effects on physiological traits including: (a) bactericidal ability (Pearson r = 0.754, 95% CI = 0.742 - 0.766, p < 0.0001), (b) antioxidant capacity (Pearson r = 0.884, 95% CI = 0.878 - 0.890, p < 0.0001), and (c) corticosterone (Pearson r = 0.926, 95% CI = 0.922 - 0.929, p < 0.0001). Points denote absolute values for model-averaged effect estimates, or estimates weighted by the posterior probability of a non-zero effect, and their associated PIPs. In each panel, the ten largest estimates are shown in green.
The top-ranking SNPs (i.e., those with the largest PIPs and measurable effects) were mostly spread across the genome (Fig. 3.3) and were independent among traits, such that SNPs most strongly associated with one trait were typically not associated with other traits (Fig. 3.6). However, moderate levels of LD were present among a few pairs of top SNPs contributing to antioxidant capacity and corticosterone (Fig. 3.7). Additionally, a pair of SNPs associated with bactericidal ability yielded moderate LD, while higher LD was present among seven SNP pairs for antioxidant capacity and four SNP pairs for corticosterone. Tight physical linkage was also evident for antioxidant capacity and corticosterone, whereby a few SNP pairs for each trait were near each other on shared contigs (Table 3.5). Overall, linkage disequilibrium decayed with physical genomic distance (Fig. 3.8). Nonetheless, non-trivial LD persisted at a sufficient distance for the SNP markers to likely exhibit LD with at least a reasonable proportion of causal variants. With a marker density of ~2.5 SNP per 1 kb, most causal variants are expected to be within under 1 kb of at least one SNP maker. At the scale of 50 kb, mean LD measured by $r^2$ was 0.089 (maximum = 1.0).
Figure 3.6 Scatterplots depicting associations between estimated SNP effects on physiological traits including: (a) bacterial killing ability (BKA) and antioxidant capacity (OXY) (Pearson $r = 0.199$, 95% CI = 0.179 - 0.219, $p < 0.0001$), (b) antioxidant capacity (OXY) and corticosterone (CORT) (Pearson $r = 0.132$, 95% CI = 0.132 – 0.153, $p < 0.0001$), and (c) corticosterone (CORT) and bacterial killing ability (BKA) (Pearson $r = 0.295$, 95% CI = 0.276 – 0.314, $p < 0.0001$). Points denote signed, model-averaged effect estimates or estimates weighted by the posterior probability of a non-zero effect. In each panel, the effects of the 10 SNPs with the largest estimates are shown in green. Dashed lines in each panel denote no effect.
Figure 3.7 Heat map of pairwise linkage disequilibrium (measured by $r^2$) for the top 10 SNPs with the highest model-averaged point estimates for bactericidal ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and corticosterone (CORT) in *Uta stansburiana*. Included are calculations from inter- and intra-chromosomal positions. Top SNPs are highlighted red for BKA, black for OXY, and green for CORT.
Figure 3.8 Linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay as a function of physical distance across the *Uta stansburiana* genome. The orange line denotes the 95% quantile of LD, and the green line denotes the mean LD ($r^2 = 0.089$).
P/G matrix similarity

The P- and G-matrices had generally similar structures (i.e., positively correlated) across populations (RS correlation = 0.806, PCAsim = 0.996), although some populations exhibited greater differences between P- and G-matrixes than others (Table 3.6; Fig. 3.9). Among-population GEBVs for the physiological traits covaried in a manner that was predicted well from each of the six within-population G-matrices (Fig. 3.10). The G-matrices within populations were also similar, with an average RS correlation of 0.766 and an average PCAsim score of 0.976 (Fig. 3.11). PCA similarity metrics (PCAsim) relating genetic correlations among and within populations were 0.949 for U1, 0.928 for U2, 0.935 for U3, 0.932 for N1, 0.961 for N2, and 0.942 for N3 (Table 3.6). Phenotypic and genetic correlation strength was weak to moderate overall, though correlation directionality depended on population for each trait pair (Fig. 3.9). Within populations, phenotypic and genetic correlations were generally positive for BKA over CORT and OXY, but negative for CORT over OXY. In contrast, the genetic correlations for OXY and BKA was negative, while the phenotypic correlations were positive (Fig. 3.11).
Table 3.6 Comparison of phenotypic and genetic covariance and correlation matrixes. Included are Random Skewer correlations between mean standardized G- and P-covariance matrixes and PCA similarities between G- and P-correlation matrixes for all physiological traits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Random Skewer Correlation</th>
<th>PCA Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All sites</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 1</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 2</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban site 3</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 1</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 2</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural site 3</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 3.9** Heat map summarizing the similarity of mean-standardized G-matrixes for the physiological traits. Results are shown for each of the six individual populations (U1, U2, U3, N1, N2, N3). G-matrix similarity was measured based on random skewer (RS) correlations, which capture similarities in the response to many (in this case 10,000) random directional selection gradients. The dendograms cluster groups by G-matrix similarity and were computed with the heatmap.2 function in R.
Figure 3.10 Heat maps of phenotypic (left) and genetic (right) correlation matrices for bactericidal ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and corticosterone (CORT) across local population of *Utastansburiana*. 
Figure 3.11 Heat maps of phenotypic (left) and genetic (right) correlation matrices for bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, and corticosterone levels within local populations of *Uta stansburiana*. 
DISCUSSION

Variation in physiological traits and their relationships with one another are central to many long-standing hypotheses regarding evolutionary processes across taxonomic groups. In reptiles, estimates of genetic variation have only been available in the form of broad-sense heritability for a limited number of physiological traits (Garland et al., 1990; Sorci et al., 1995), prompting uncertainty to what extent nonadditive/maternal effects inflate these estimates. For this study, narrow-sense heritability was estimated for measures of innate immune function (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and the glucocorticoid hormone, corticosterone (CORT), in populations of the lizard species, *U. stansburiana*. Patterns of phenotypic and genetic covariation, along with SNP markers explaining trait variation, were also compared within and among populations. Mapping across populations was critical for parsing the causes of trait covariation, namely, linkage disequilibrium among unlinked loci caused by population differentiation versus pleiotropy or tight physical linkage. With these approaches, all SNPs were incorporated into GEBVs and considered as signals alongside individual SNPs with measurable effects. Genetic differences among populations were also allowed to contribute to phenotypic differences while avoiding redundant SNP and trait associations when capturing the effects of individual SNPs (Zhou et al., 2013). Altogether, evidence for heritability was found for each of the physiological traits, yielding the potential for populations to evolve physiological differences across ecological niches. The results are most consistent with a polygenic basis for trait variation without significant pleiotropic effects or tight linkage. Although SNPs associated with variation were detected for each trait, the genomic regions containing potential candidate genes could not be explored without their annotation from a reference genome, which is currently unavailable.
Estimates of the genetic architecture for each trait and possible implications of the results are discussed below.

Given that traits closely linked to fitness are permanent targets of selection, their additive genetic variance ought to be eroded by environmental pressures at a faster rate and be comparatively lower as a result (Mousseau & Roff, 1987; Roff & Mousseau, 1987). In other words, alleles conferring a higher fitness for physiological traits are liable to be rapidly fixed by natural selection (Roff et al., 1997; Kruuk et al., 2000; Charmantier & Garant, 2005). Therefore, traits necessary for crucial physiological processes are expected to have low to moderate levels of heritability, lying between those of life-history and morphological traits (Orr, 2005). Consistent with this expectation, heritability for BKA was low (PVE posterior median = 1.9%; CrI = 0.0%–8.4%), with only some of that heritability owed to a small number of SNPs (posterior median = 9; CrI = 0–184) with measurable effects (PGE posterior median = 35.8%; CrI = 0.0%-93.0%). Heritability of immune traits (e.g., bactericidal activity, lysozyme activity, alternative complement activity) has previously been estimated to be low or moderate in other taxa (e.g., fish, birds, mammals; Clapperton et al., 2009; Tieleman et al., 2010; Flori et al., 2011; Srisapoome et al., 2019; Johnston et al., 2020), with certain traits even showing undetectable levels of heritable genetic variation (Brodin et al., 2015). Due to selection on the additive genetic proportion of phenotypic variation, immune traits could be susceptible to accumulating more non-additive genetic variance relative to other traits (e.g., Roff & Emerson, 2006; Ab Ghani et al., 2012; Nespolo et al., 2014). Genotype by environment interactions (i.e., epigenetic effects) may also represent a large portion of variation in innate immunity for reptiles (Begin & Roff, 2004, Zimmerman, 2010, 2020), granted heritability is liable to vary by the species and/or immune pathway in question (Galli et al., 2011; Colonna, 2018; Martin et al., 2021).
Heritability estimates for OXY were instead moderate (posterior median = 37.2%; CrI = 20.5%–54.4%), and to some extent, the genetic underpinnings for such heritability were explained by many SNPs (posterior median = 59; CrI = 0–246) with measurable effects (posterior median = 39.7%; CrI = 0.0%–92.6%). These results corroborate previous studies on the heritability of blood-cell resistance to free-radical attack in other taxa (Costantini & Dell’Omo, 2006; Olsson et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010a, 2010b; Losdat et al., 2014; Kahar et al., 2016), and are perhaps less likely to be inflated as population effects were removed for variance attributable to the environment (Kruuk & Hadfield, 2007; Pamplona & Costantini, 2011). In concert with previous work, there is thus strong evidence for heritable genetic control of variation in oxidative resistance, which could potentially evolve in response to selection. Here, side-blotched lizard populations may adapt to changing environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, pollutants) that challenge the oxidative balance with fitness consequences. Yet, parsing the environmental and genetic contributions remains necessary to understand the extent that oxidative resistance is affected by evolutionary versus ecological processes (Metcalfe & Alonso-Alvarez, 2010; Losdat et al., 2014).

Circulating CORT was also moderately heritable (posterior median = 24.4%; CrI = 8.3%–41.8%), though with a genetic basis owed to fewer SNPs (posterior median = 22; CrI = 0–192) with measurable effects (posterior median = 36.0%; CrI = 0.0%–91.2%). Consistent with these findings, glucocorticoid levels are often moderately heritable in a variety of vertebrate taxa, including birds (e.g., Evans et al., 2006; Jenkins et al., 2014; Bézières et al., 2019) and mammals and fish (e.g., Fevolden et al., 1999; Kadarmideen & Janss, 2007). These heritability estimates are also like those found for other steroid hormones that are key to fitness (e.g., testosterone; Cox et al., 2016; Greives et al., 2017), further suggesting that an appreciable part of the variance in
CORT levels is indeed genetically determined. Genetic contributions to CORT variation may enable selective processes to fine-tune the HPA axis and promote adaptation to specific environments (Partecke et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2007; Fokidis et al., 2009; Atwell et al., 2012; Abolins-Abols et al., 2016). Despite being closely associated with fitness, moderate genetic variance in CORT phenotypes may be maintained by a diversity of selective mechanisms, including fluctuating and disruptive selection, but also frequency-dependent selection (Mousseau & Roff, 1987; Bell, 2010). However, generalizing CORT to be moderately heritable would require more studies on wild populations, which can greatly vary in baseline levels across environmental contexts (Cockrem, 2013; Guindre-Parker, 2020). Interannual environmental differences, for example, could influence the fitness of different glucocorticoid phenotypes and maintain genetic variation if the optimal level of baseline CORT changes from one year to the next (Vitousek et al., 2018). Additional studies investigating the year-effect factors (e.g., food availability, weather conditions) on CORT regulation are needed to better understand how genetic variation in CORT is maintained.

Genetic covariation for the physiological traits at the among population-level was generally consistent with patterns observed within populations, though some exceptions were present. Stability in these patterns reflect a degree of genetic constraint across populations, whereby evolutionary change directs and inhibits variation in certain directions both across space and over time (Puentes et al., 2016). As a result, stability is robust for some suites of traits and weak for others over similar spans of evolutionary time (Arnold et al., 2008). Here, the slight inter-population differences suggest that such constraints are not absolute for the traits under scrutiny, as shown in other taxa (e.g., Renaud et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2013; Porto et al., 2015). In addition to the effects of genetic drift, differences in the directions of genetic covariation
could be the product of selection favoring different trait combinations for each population (Estes & Arnold, 2007). In other words, if significant evolutionary divergence is occurring among the populations, selection might be acting against inherent genetic constraints for optimal physiological performance. Disentangling the genetic mechanisms behind each trait is likely necessary to understand the nature of the differences in genetic covariation between populations.

The degree to which pleiotropy or tight linkage and high LD contribute to the patterns of phenotypic and genetic covariation (i.e., genetic constraint) observed within and among populations seems to depend on the traits in question. Physiological systems can potentially structure and shape the additive genetic variance-covariance matrix via pleiotropic gene action (e.g., endocrine function; Dantzer & Swanson, 2017; Wittman et al., 2021). Apart from the rapid, non-genomic effects of glucocorticoid hormones (Chen & Qiu, 1999), their pleiotropic effects and influence over gene expression are becoming increasingly evident (MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 2019). The glucocorticoid hormone CORT could constrain the independent evolution of any trait that it mediates, such as immune function and/or oxidative resistance. Glucocorticoid receptor signaling spares or enhances many pathways that are involved in innate immunity, while suppressing those that are involved in adaptive immunity (Cain & Cidlowski, 2017; Shimba et al., 2021). Similarly, glucocorticoids can also act as a modulator of oxidative stress in vertebrates (Costantini et al., 2011). Yet, a large portion of variation for each physiological trait was associated with different major-effect SNPs. Since evolutionary constraint due to pleiotropy would require shared SNPs to generate trait covariance (Estes & Phillips, 2006), any significant pleiotropic effects are therefore either absent or undetectable with the analyzed SNP set and/or physiological metrics. In the latter case, pleiotropic effects could still be relevant since evolution often acts via large numbers of small-effect polygenes (e.g., Rockman, 2012). Further, genetic
effects on multiple traits compared across different genetic backgrounds and environments indicate pleiotropic effects on traits can change (Pavličev & Cheverud, 2015), permitting the potential for context-dependent genetic constraint via pleiotropy.

Although tight physical linkage was present among a few top candidate SNPs for antioxidant capacity and corticosterone levels, none was evident between any pair of traits (i.e., top SNPs were located on different scaffolds). The tightly linked SNPs within each trait are assumedly near causal variants contributing to phenotypic variation if not the causal variants themselves. Yet, a few SNPs associated with antioxidant capacity yielded moderate levels of LD with SNPs associated with corticosterone levels. Only a subset of the genome was sequenced with the GBS approach, and so it is possible and even likely that some causal variants were not in LD with the sequenced SNPs (Catchen et al., 2017; Lowry et al., 2017; McKinney et al., 2017). Moreover, even where SNPs were in LD with causal variants, their effects may have been underestimated because these statistical associations (i.e., LD) were imperfect. Thus, the effects of an unknown subset of contributing alleles were likely missed or underestimated. Although LD among loci and among-trait correlations could arise from modest selection or even drift in geographically isolated populations, very strong selection would be needed to maintain such LD within populations in the absence of tight linkage (Gillespie, 2004). Given the polygenic basis of physiological variation, very strong selection at the trait level is particularly unlikely within populations, as this would not necessarily produce strong selection on each genetic locus (e.g., Nosil et al., 2009; Kemper et al., 2014; Tiffin & Ross-Ibarra, 2014).

In summary, this study combined methods (physiological sampling, polygenic modelling, genomic prediction, and evolutionary quantitative genetics) to take a novel approach in identifying genomic regions associated with physiological traits in a lizard species. Variation in
these traits exhibited low to moderate heritability, owing to a polygenic basis, akin to many quantitative traits in model organisms (Mackay et al., 2009). Though the actual effect sizes of causal loci are assumedly larger than estimated here, the degree of underestimation cannot be determined at this time, nor can conclusions about the exact number of loci underlying each trait be made. Additionally, since the SNPs associated with each trait are mostly independent, optimal phenotypes in lizards to environmental conditions may require many SNPs and/or mechanisms. The low genetic covariances present among the traits are assumedly insufficient in constraining (in a broad sense, i.e., to direct or channel) patterns of physiological performance and evolution in this species. More data should be collected to fully discern the genetic and environmental factors shaping hormonal, oxidative, and immune characteristics. Discerning the individual-level processes that shape physiological phenotypes is important not only for understanding how selection has acted, but also for providing predictive power regarding how suites of traits may change in the face of a changing environment (e.g., urbanization, climate change; Visser, 2008). The complexities of these traits, and their interactions with each other, also warrant multiple assays probing different components of each system to further understand their roles in the observed phenotypic and genetic covariation (Sheriff et al., 2011; Pedersen & Babayan, 2011; Demas et al., 2011; Celi, 2011; Downs & Stewart, 2014; Sies et al., 2017; Palme, 2019; Costantini, 2019). With the discovery of genomic regions associated with each trait, the functional roles of candidate genes contributing to phenotypic variation can also be identified and tested for whether they are subject to evolutionary mechanisms affecting fitness across environments.
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CHAPTER IV

TIME-SERIES GENOMICS OF WILD LIZARDS IN AN URBAN-NATURAL LANDSCAPE: EVOLUTIONARY IMPLICATIONS FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAITS LINKED TO SURVIVAL

The pervasive challenges of urbanization on wildlife prompt consideration of the evolutionary potential of traits relevant to survival in cities. Despite past research identifying patterns of phenotypic divergence across the urban-natural landscape, few studies have provided genetic evidence of trait evolution owed to adaptive and nonadaptive processes in this context. In this study, population genomic time-series data of a widespread reptile, the side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana), were used to test for environmental differences (urban versus natural) in genetic variation and selection on functionally relevant physiological traits (bacterial killing ability, antioxidant capacity, and corticosterone) and their associated genetic loci. Additionally, population-level comparisons of genetic structure (PCA) and differentiation (FST), allele frequency change (|Δp|), variance effective population size (NeV), and molecular diversity (π) were compared across environments. Side-blotched lizards inhabiting urban patches were genetically differentiated from those residing in natural areas (mean FST = 0.03), but this was largely owed to isolation by distance. Subtle genetic similarities and comparable levels of molecular diversity (mean π = 0.333) were also evident across populations. Moreover, selection was not detected for any of the physiological traits or associated genetic loci, while indicators of drift were evident across the landscape (mean NeV = 31), especially for urban populations (NeV ≥ 10). These results suggest that contemporary evolution by drift can overwhelm selection on
physiological traits for *U. stansburiana*, while genetic variation for trait expression seems to be maintained by other evolutionary processes. These factors contribute to the growing knowledge of contemporary evolution and genetic viability for lizards occupying urban-natural landscapes.

**INTRODUCTION**

Urbanization represents one of the most pervasive drivers of evolutionary change, as species worldwide are threatened by the rapid transformation of their landscape (Crane & Kinzig, 2005; McDonald et al., 2013). Both the biotic and abiotic environment undergo numerous changes that alter the structure and function of ecosystems and reduce biodiversity via extirpation (Gibbons et al., 2000; Cushman, 2006; Grimm et al., 2008; McKinney, 2008). Oftentimes, urban habitats are either lost or fragmented due to built-up structures (e.g., buildings, roads, other impermeable surfaces; Niemelä et al., 2011), while being susceptible to physicochemical changes (e.g., hydrology, soil geochemistry, nutrient cycling, temperature), pollution (e.g., light, noise), non-native species (e.g., predators, competitors), novel disease transmission, and other anthropogenic activities (Lafferty & Kuris, 2005; Mckinney, 2006; Bradley & Altizer, 2007). Combined, these novel pressures make urban areas challenging environments for native wildlife, with potential evolutionary implications for their phenotypic responses (Donihue & Lambert, 2015; Hendry et al., 2017; Johnson & Munshi-South, 2017; Schell et al., 2021). Indeed, patterns of phenotypic divergence are becoming increasingly evident across the urban-natural landscape, indicating functionally relevant traits may be undergoing rapid evolutionary change among persisting species (Alberti et al., 2017; Sanderson et al., 2022). Yet, population genomic evidence of local adaptation remains largely absent for animals residing in urban areas (Messer et al., 2016; Santangelo et al., 2018; Rivkin et al., 2019).
Traits encompassing life history, morphology, physiology, and behavior are now posited to be selected upon to produce urban ecotypes over short time periods (e.g., Reid et al., 2016; Winchell et al., 2016; Diamond et al., 2017, 2018; Brans & De Meester, 2018; Brans et al., 2018). Alleles beneficial to traits with a heritable basis (i.e., additive genetic variation) could shift in frequency under intense urban selective pressures, resulting in phenotypic responses that yield improved fitness outcomes. However, the capacity of genotypes to produce variable phenotypes (i.e., trait plasticity) could be mediating the selective responses to urbanization, and selection could even be acting on plasticity itself (Price et al., 2003; Lande, 2009; Chevin et al., 2010). In addition, changes in allele frequencies may be compounded by genetic drift in urban environments, particularly for populations with reduced sizes or greater isolation due to habitat fragmentation and bottleneck effects (reviewed in Miles et al., 2019). While drift can be partially counteracted by gene flow (Crispo et al., 2011; Theodorou et al., 2018), genetic connectivity can be impeded by urban features for animals with specific habitat requirements and low vagility (i.e., unable to disperse across the urban matrix; Frankham et al., 2019). In turn, a large continuous population is liable to become several smaller, genetically differentiated populations susceptible to reductions in genetic diversity and an accumulation of deleterious mutations via inbreeding depression (Higgins & Lynch, 2001; Couvet, 2002; Noël et al., 2007; Munshi-South et al., 2016; Lourenço et al., 2017). Combined, these evolutionary processes prompt uncertainty over the extent that urban ecotypes arise from local adaptations (Reed et al., 2003), though they could be the difference between whether a species persists or vanishes from urban areas (Frankham, 1995a). Granted even that selection on relevant traits themselves could be tested (e.g., fitness associations that vary by environment), instances where selection occurs intermittently within a study period could be overlooked. Identifying the strength, form, and
targets of selection with population genomic data should therefore help reveal the adaptive potential of phenotypic responses to urbanization (Buffalo & Coop, 2019, 2020).

Among the traits that affect the likelihood of persistence in urban wildlife, those linked to physiological systems have been underrepresented from a population genomic perspective (e.g., Campbell-Staton et al., 2020; Green et al., 2023). Of relevance in this context is the ability to respond to injuries and infections via the immune system, since failing to mount an effective immune response can jeopardize organismal health and survival (McKean & Lazzaro, 2011; Wobeser, 2013). Along the same line, the capacity to resist prooxidant chemical species generated for essential cellular functions, including immunity (e.g., Soneja et al., 2005; Sorci & Faivre, 2009; Costantini & Moller, 2009; Nathan & Cunningham-Bussel, 2013), has been recognized as important, because poor antioxidant defenses can undermine longevity via excessive oxidative stress (e.g., oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and lipids; Halliwell & Gutteridge, 2015; Sies et al., 2017). Moreover, metabolic hormones that mobilize energy stores (i.e., glucocorticoids; Sapolsky et al., 2000; Crespi et al., 2013) are often consequential because of their role in mediating physiological responses to environmental challenges (Wingfield et al., 1998; Angelier & Wingfield, 2013). Along with other heritable traits, these physiological parameters can shift in urban wildlife, perhaps caused by selection for alternative life history strategies under novel environmental conditions. Yet the degree to which evolution, phenotypic plasticity, or a combination thereof may underlie differences in physiology remains unclear. Testing for selection on genetic variants should help reveal the extent that these traits and their associated loci are adaptively evolving in urban systems (Barrett & Hoekstra, 2011; Losos et al., 2013; Rivkin et al., 2019).
In this study, evolutionary changes were assessed in urban and natural populations of a widespread reptile, the side-blotched lizard (*Uta stansburiana*), to help resolve the fundamental causes of physiological differences previously found across their landscape (Lucas & French, 2012). An approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method was used to detect and quantify selection on physiological traits (bacterial killing ability, antioxidant capacity, and corticosterone) mapped to genomic time-series data. With this method, phenotypic selection was modeled as an explicit function of either an urban or natural environment. The population genomic consequences of selection were then modeled based on estimated genotype–phenotype associations, allowing for inferences using patterns of change across multiple genetic loci, populations, and generations. Additionally, population-level comparisons of genetic structure and differentiation, variance effective population size, and genetic diversity were tested between environments. Populations of *U. stansburiana* inhabiting fragmented urban patches were hypothesized to be genetically differentiated from those residing in natural riparian zones. Urban populations were also expected to have greater susceptibility to genetic drift (i.e., smaller effective population sizes), and thus lower molecular diversity levels. Given the suspected polygenic basis and plasticity of physiological traits, strong selection was hypothesized to be unlikely, though fluctuating selection was still expected to be detectable among populations.

**METHODS**

*Study system*

*Uta stansburiana* are small, short-lived, and abundant lizards found throughout dry regions of western North America (Stebbins & McGinnis, 2018). Their distribution is widespread overall, albeit influenced by the availability of riparian zones within deserts and their limited dispersal among
localities (i.e., dispersal beyond 300 m is rare; Doughty & Sinervo, 1994). Researchers have often used *U. stansburiana* for studies of life history, ecophysiology, and evolution (e.g., Tinkle, 1969; Sinervo & Licht, 1991). Due to their ease of capture and sampling, large abundance, simple diploid genetics (34 chromosomes; consisting of 12 macro- and 22 microchromosomes), and generation time (~1-2 years), these lizards are suitable for population genetics (Pennock et al., 1968; Turner et al., 1970). Lizards from this study consisted of six populations located in or around one of the fastest growing urban areas in the United States, St. George, Utah (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). Three populations reside in fragmented habitats within St. George, where they are exposed to novel substrates (e.g., impervious surfaces), daily human interactions (e.g., recreational, construction, and maintenance activities), competitors (e.g., tree lizards), and novel predators (e.g., cats). The remaining three sites are in a natural area north of St. George and are not exposed to similar human pressures. Each site included rocky areas (≤ 1.8 ha) that were situated near or along a riparian corridor. The six sites lay an average of 21 km from one another (minimum = 4 km; maximum = 42 km; Fig. 2.1). All of which were close to the intersection of the Great Basin, Colorado Plateau and Mojave Desert.

*Field sampling and processing*

Adult side-blotched lizards were captured with a snare pole during their breeding season (May 2012 - 2017) at the sites within and around St. George, Utah, USA (*N* = 757). Urban site 2 was demolished for commercial development in late 2015, and as a result, no lizards were found there in 2016 and 2017 (Table 3.1). Lizards were collected between 0800 – 1300 to limit circadian variation in physiological condition (Dallman et al., 1987; Jones & Gillham, 1988). Whole blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus of each lizard with a heparinized capillary tube within a validated window of time (≤ 3 minutes) to measure basal physiology (Romero & Reed, 2005; Tylan et al., 2020). Blood
samples were centrifuged at 6000 RPM for 10 minutes to isolate plasma and erythrocytes. To control for performance in physiological assays (Claunch et al., 2022), samples were kept on ice until they were stored at −80 °C for lab analyses at Utah State University in Logan, Utah. After blood processing, a unique combination of one to four whole toes were removed from each lizard for identification, circumventing pseudo-replication of sampling across years. Lizard sex was also determined based on dorsal color pattern (speckled blue for males, ornate brown for females) and the presence or absence of hemipenes. All lizards were returned to their capture locations after completion. The work presented here was approved under the Department of Wildlife Resources COR #1COLL8382 and Utah State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee’s protocol #2068.

**Bacterial killing ability**

Bactericidal assays serve as an integrative measure of constitutive immune function, in which a known concentration of bacteria is added to animal plasma containing important immunological components (e.g., natural antibodies, phagocytes, complement, antimicrobial peptides) that kill the bacteria (reviewed in Demas, 2011). Measuring the bacterial growth outcomes translates to the bactericidal capacity of the plasma, and in turn, the immunocompetence of the animal. Here, a validated volume of blood plasma (6 ul) was used to assess the relative abundances of circulating immune components. Using the protocol outlined in French and Neuman-Lee (2012), a 1:2 plasma dilution was combined with CO₂-independent medium (Gibco # 18-045-088, ThermoFisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY, USA), 4 nM l-glutamine, 10^4 colony-producing units of *Escherichia coli* (EPowerTM Microorganisms #483-581-1, ATCC 8739, MicroBioLogics, St. Cloud, MN, USA), and agar broth on a 96-well microplate. Included were both positive (i.e., media and bacteria with no plasma) and negative (i.e., media and no plasma or bacteria) controls to account for potential growth
and ensure there was no contamination. The plate was incubated for a 12-h period, at which point absorbance per well was measured with a microplate reader at 300 nm (xMark; BioRad Benchmark, Hercules, CA, USA). Bacterial killing ability, or BKA (%), was then calculated as \((1 − \frac{\text{absorbance of sample}}{\text{absorbance of positive controls}}) \times 100\). Each sample was run in duplicate to generate an average percent score with coefficients of variation <20% within and among all assays.

**Antioxidant capacity**

Total non-enzymatic antioxidant capacity was measured using an OXY-Adsorbent test (MC002, Diacron International, Italy), which determines effectiveness of the blood antioxidant barrier by quantifying tolerance of the oxidant action of hypochlorous acid (HClO). Here, 2 µl of plasma were diluted in 100 µl of distilled water, and manufacturer instructions were followed thereafter for measuring 96-well microplates with a spectrophotometer at 505 nm (xMark, Bio-Rad). Measures of total antioxidant capacity, or OXY (mol HClO/ml), were acquired with coefficients of variation <20% within and among all assays.

**Corticosterone**

Following a protocol outlined in Neuman-Lee and French (2017), radioimmunoassays were conducted on plasma samples (10 uL) for CORT (Ab: MP Biomedicals # 07-120016). Samples were extracted with 30% ethyl acetate:isoctane and run in duplicate for the assay. Individual recoveries were calculated from the extractions, to correct for final concentrations with a minimum level of detection of 0.3 ng/ml. Coefficients of variation were <20% within and among all assays.
Physiological trait measurements

Hierarchical models were built to remove the potential effects of sex and population, whereby physiological measurements (bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone levels) were modeled as a function of population-specific sex effects. Hierarchical normal priors were placed on these effects with a uniform prior for the variance. Residuals were taken by removing the sex and population means when analyzing across populations, but only sex means were removed for analyzing within populations. Models were fit using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) with the ‘R2jags’ package (v. 0.03-08; Su & Yajima, 2015) in R (v. 3.3.1; R Core Team, 2016). All physiological measurements were standardized to have a mean of zero and SD of one to improve the efficiency of the MCMC sampler and make interpretation of model coefficients easier. For each model, three separate chains were run in parallel with different starting values. Models included 40,000 sampling iterations, with the first 20,000 discarded for adaptation and burn-in, and a thinning rate that kept every sixth sample. To assess model convergence, trace plots were observed to have good mixing of the chains and consistent approximate posterior distributions. Convergence to the posterior distribution was verified by calculating the Gelman-Rubin potential scale reduction diagnostic (r-hat ≤1.03; Brooks & Gelman, 1998) for each measurement with the R package ‘coda’ (v. 0.19.3; Plummer et al., 2006).

DNA isolation and library preparation

Total DNA was isolated from each erythrocyte sample using Qiagen’s DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Reduced complexity, double-digest restriction-site DNA libraries were prepared following Parchman et al. (2012) with modifications from Gompert et al. (2014). Briefly, DNA was digested with the restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI (NEB, Inc. Ipswich, MA, USA) and adaptor oligonucleotides were ligated onto the digested DNA fragments. The adaptor
oligonucleotides included an Illumina adaptor and unique 8–10 bp identification sequences or barcodes for individual lizard recognition. Fragment libraries were PCR-amplified, pooled together, and fragments between 330 and 475 bp were size-selected and purified using a BluePippin (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) at the USU Center for Integrated Biosystems (Logan, UT, USA). Library preparation and sequencing took place in two batches, with 384 samples sequenced on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 in 2016 and 373 samples sequenced on two lanes of a HiSeq 4000 in 2017 (Table 3.1). All DNA libraries (N = 2) were sequenced at the University of Texas Genomic Sequencing and Analysis Facility (Austin, TX, USA), totaling ~870 million single-end 100 bp DNA sequences. As detailed below, care was taken during data processing and analyses to avoid possible confounding batch effects.

DNA sequence alignment and variant calling

Custom Perl scripts were used to first demultiplex pooled DNA sequences, wherein identifier barcodes served to assign DNA sequences to individual lizards (Gompert et al., 2012). Individuals with few sequences (<180,000) were removed from subsequent analyses (N = 40). Reads from all remaining individuals were assembled and clustered de novo with the software ‘vsearch’ (v. 1.11.1; Rognes et al., 2016) to create a pseudo-reference genome. Here, highly similar sequences within individuals (98% identity) were clustered together and outputted as individual centroid files, which were then combined and shuffled. A random subset was taken from the combined centroids (54,631,148 sequences) for additional clustering with a lower similarity (90% identity), a minimum sequence length of 64, and a minimum shorter/longer sequence length ratio of 0.8 to generate consensus sequences. The consensus sequences were then filtered to determine whether any would collapse at an even lower similarity (80% identity), which resulted in a subset of 411,929 distinct (non-
collapsed) contigs of at least 8 reads. Contigs were then reformatted, wherein consensus sequences between 72-92 bps in length were retained to total 93,134 contigs. The resulting pseudo-reference genome was indexed, and sequences were aligned using algorithms in ‘bwa’ (v. 0.7.5; Li & Durbin, 2009), where a maximum of five nucleotide differences was allowed, with no more than two mismatches in a 20 bp seed, and a quality threshold for read trimming set to 10.

Sequence alignments were sorted and indexed for calling single nucleotide polymorphisms (i.e., SNPs) using ‘samtools’ and ‘bcftools’ (v. 0.1.19; Li et al., 2009). The coefficient for downgrading the mapping quality of reads with excessive mismatches, and the number of reads per position (max depth) per individual were both set to 50. Bases with a quality score below 15 and reads with a mapping quality below 10 were discarded. The prior for θ was set to 0.001, and SNPs where the posterior probability of an invariant nucleotide was below 0.01 were retained (Li, 2011). Sites were filtered using custom Perl scripts and ‘vcftools’ (v. 0.1.15.6; Danecek et al., 2011), calling for bi-allelic SNPs with a minimum coverage of 700 reads, a maximum mean coverage of 20, a 4-read minimum for the non-reference allele, a minimum mapping quality of 30, and a maximum of 20% missing data across individuals. Individuals with a mean coverage of less than 1 were removed (N = 240). These filtering criteria were chosen to ensure sufficient coverage to estimate allele frequencies (while accounting for uncertainty in genotypes) and avoid locus drop-in and drop-out (Buerkle & Gompert, 2013). To reduce bias associated with batch effects (Tom et al., 2017), SNPs with substantial differences in sequence coverage between the two sets (more than half the mean coverage of the combined data) were removed. A final set of 7,442 SNPs and 477 individuals were retained with a mean coverage of ~2.5x (per individual) for downstream analysis (Table 3.1).
Estimating genotypes and allele frequencies

As in previous studies (e.g., Gomper et al., 2014, 2015), maximum likelihood estimates of the allele frequencies for each SNP were obtained with the computer program ‘estpem’ (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014; Riesch et al., 2017). This program implements an expectation-maximization algorithm to provide allele frequency estimates that account for genotype uncertainty (Li et al., 2009; Li, 2011). Compared to methods that call genotypes first, this allowed for the inclusion of individuals with a range of sequence coverage and weighting of their contributions to the allele frequency estimates by the information carried in their sequence data (Buerkle & Gompert, 2013).

An empirical Bayesian approach was taken to estimate individual genotypes for each SNP, wherein allele frequency estimates were used to define prior probabilities for genotypes as Pr(g = 0) = (1-p)^2, Pr(g = 1) = 2p(1-p) and Pr(g = 2) = p^2. Here, g denotes counts for the non-reference allele (0, 1 or 2 in diploids) and p denotes the corresponding allele frequency. Posterior probabilities were then obtained according to Bayes rule as Pr(g|D, p) = [Pr(D|g) Pr(g)] / Pr(D), where Pr(D|g) defines the likelihood of the genotype given the sequence data and quality scores as calculated by ‘samtools’ and ‘bcftools’. Point estimates (posterior means) of genotypes were obtained as Pr(g = 0|D,p) * 0 + Pr(g = 1|D,p) * 1 + Pr(g = 2|D,p) * 2, which resulted in values between 0 and 2 (copies of the non-reference allele).

Genome-wide association mapping and genomic prediction

Bayesian sparse linear mixed models (BSLMMs) were fit with ‘gemma’ (v. 0.98; Zhou et al., 2013) to (i) characterize physiological genetic architectures, (ii) identify individual trait-associated SNPs, and (iii) infer genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs), which could then be used to estimate the G-matrix describing the additive genetic covariance among the physiological traits. Unlike
traditional mapping methods, this polygenic GWA method considers all SNPs simultaneously while trait values are modeled as a function of a polygenic effect (denoted u) and a vector of the potential measurable effects or associations of individual SNPs on the trait (denoted β; Zhou et al., 2013). In brief, a MCMC algorithm with variable selection was used to estimate posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) for each SNP (probability of a zero or non-zero trait effect; Guan & Stephens, 2011), and model-averaged effect estimates were derived by weighting β by the respective PIP (i.e., taking the product of the posterior inclusion probability and effect estimate as a certain, model-averaged effect estimate). Consequently, for each SNP, there is an estimated posterior probability of association (i.e., PIP) and an estimated phenotypic effect conditional on the association. The polygenic term represents expected individual deviations from a grand phenotypic mean based on all SNPS, while accounting for phenotypic covariances due to overall relatedness or genetic similarity (i.e., observed kinship; Zhou et al., 2013). The kinship matrix also controls for relatedness and population structure when estimating individual SNP effects (β) and their PIPs. In addition, SNPs in LD with the same causal variant account for each other since only one needs to be captured by the PIPs for the model.

Derived parameters for estimating genetic architecture included the proportion of the phenotypic variance explained (PVE) by additive genetic effects (based on β and the polygenic term; this should approach the narrow-sense heritability), the proportion of PVE explained by measurable-effect SNPs or those implicated by LD (i.e., PGE; based on β alone), and the number of SNPs with measurable effects or associations that explain phenotypic variance (NSNP). These metrics integrate over effect uncertainty for each of the SNPs, including whether these are nonzero. The expected trait values for an individual based on their additive genetic effects, or genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs), were obtained from the BSLMMs as captured by both β and u (i.e., a polygenic score).
BSLMMs were fit for each physiological measurement across all populations (residuals after sex and population effects removed) and within each population (residuals after sex effects removed) using 30 independent MCMC chains each with 100,000 burn-in steps, 1 million sampling steps, and a thinning interval of 10. Convergence to the posterior distribution was verified by calculating the Gelman-Rubin potential scale reduction diagnostic (r-hat ≤1.1; Brooks & Gelman, 1998). Brooks-Gelman-Rubin statistics were again calculated for PVE, PGE and N_{SNP} (r-hat < 1.1) with the R package ‘coda’ (v. 0.19.3; Plummer et al., 2006). To reduce bias in estimation, inferences were carried out using the combined values from all iterations across chains (Cowles & Carlin, 1996). Proportional values for PVE and PGE were converted to percentages for interpretation.

Genetic variation and population structure

To visualize patterns of genetic variation (based on genetic similarity), a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed in R using the ‘prcomp’ function. Here, centered but not scaled genotype estimates were used as input (i.e., the covariance matrix). Genetic differentiation between populations and years was quantified based on pairwise F_{ST} in R (v. 3.3.1; R Core Team, 2016). Comparisons were computed as $F_{ST} = (1/L \Sigma_i (H_T - H_S))/(1/L \Sigma_i H_T)$, where $H_T$ and $H_S$ are the expected heterozygosities for the combined and individual population or generation pairs and the sums are over the $L$ SNPs. Additionally, change in time for individual SNPs was quantified by calculating the differences in allele frequencies between years. These calculations were done in R.

To test for isolation by distance, a Mantel test on pairwise genetic distances (F_{ST} estimates) and geographic distances (km) among populations was performed in R using the ‘ecodist’ package (v. 2.0.9, Goslee et al., 2020), in which significance was assessed with 10,000 permutations. A partial
Mantel test was also implemented to control for effects of geographic distance in assessing whether genetic distances significantly varied by site types (urban versus natural).

*Population abundances, Contemporary $N_eV$, and diversity levels*

As described in Chapter 2, annual population abundances ($N$) were estimated from capture-mark-recapture data using an open-population Jolly-Seber model that was developed as a restricted dynamic occupancy model. Here, site-specific abundances estimates were averaged across sampling year intervals that were applicable to the genetic analyses.

Variance effective population size ($N_eV$), when based on the magnitude of allele frequency change in a population, serves as a reliable indicator of random genetic drift (Waples, 1989; Ryman et al., 2019). Both contemporary variance effective population sizes and genetic diversity levels (i.e., $\theta$; a proxy for long-term effective population size) were estimated for comparison across sites. Estimates of contemporary $N_eV$ were obtained from the C++ software ‘VarNe’ (v. 0.9) using a Bayesian bootstrap method (see Gompert & Messina, 2016). Input to run this program included allele frequencies from the first and last sampling year available for each site (2012 and 2017 for U1; 2012 and 2015 for U2; 2013 and 2017 for U3, N1, N3; 2014 and 2017 for N2), number of genetic loci (7442 SNPs), number of generations (i.e., sampling year interval), and average population abundance estimates ($N_{U1} = 60$, $N_{U2} = 124$, $N_{U3} = 68$, $N_{N1} = 293$, $N_{N2} = 81$, $N_{N3} = 172$). Change over the largest time interval per site was prioritized, as this is less sensitive to uncertainty associated with sampling error (i.e., change by drift compounds across generations, whereas sampling error is unique to each sample). Evolution was assumed to occur solely by genetic drift with this approach, considering selection on a modest number of
SNPs should not be reflected in $N_eV$ estimates. Point estimates (posterior medians) of $N_eV$ were summarized from 1000 Bayesian bootstrap replicate replicates.

Genetic diversity levels were estimated in each population and generation with the neutral theory expectation that $\theta = 4N_e\mu$. Here, $N_e$ is the long-term effective population size, $\mu$ is the mutation rate, and $\theta = \pi$ (i.e., nucleotide diversity). Using the C++ software ‘ANGSD’ (v. 0.933-71), diversity levels were estimated with bam alignment files as input, while accounting for uncertainty in genotypes and whether individual nucleotides are variable (Korneliussen et al., 2014). Each population was analyzed with genotype likelihoods computed in the same way as ‘samtools’. A minimum mapping quality of 30 and bases with minimum quality of 20 were required for reads, and computations were based on the folded site-frequency spectrum.

**ABC time-series**

As described in Gompert (2021), an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method was implemented in the open-source computer software ‘fsabc’ (v. 0.2.1) and the R package ‘abc’ (v. 2.1; Csillery et al., 2012) to estimate the intensity and variability of selection on each physiological trait and associated genetic loci. With this method, phenotypic selection was modeled as an explicit function of environmental state, and the population genomic consequences of selection were modeled based on the estimated genotype–phenotype associations from the polygenic genome-wide association mapping models previously described. This allowed inferences to be informed by patterns of change across multiple genetic loci, populations, and generations. Here, environment-dependent (urban versus natural) directional phenotypic selection was assumed for each physiological trait. The model included drift based on the $N_eV$ estimates but assumed negligible effects of gene flow and mutation.
For the model, phenotypic selection was related to the environment as a linear function using the equation \( S_{jk} = a + bx_{jk} \), where for population \( j \) and generation \( k \), \( x \) is environmental state, \( S \) is the selection differential (i.e., trait mean before and after selection), and \( a \) and \( b \) are coefficients that determine the effect of the environment on the selection differential. Spike-and-slab priors for these coefficients were specified, such that Pr(\( a \)) \sim \pi\delta_0 + (1 - \pi)U(l, u). Here, \( \pi \) is the probability of a zero coefficient, \( U(l, u) \) denotes a uniform probability density function with lower bound \( l \) and upper bound \( u \), and \( \delta_0 \) denotes a point mass at zero. Phenotypic selection was then related to expected allele frequency change based on the trait-genotype associations (Walsh & Lynch, 2018; Gompert, 2021).

The model was fit using the model-averaged effect estimates calculated from the genome-wide association mapping. The priors on the selection model parameters (\( a \) and \( b \)) were bounded by uninformative values, -10 and 10. The analysis was based on one million simulations. Inferences were based on 1000 samples from the posterior after applying the rejection sampling adjustment in ‘abc’ (Beaumont et al., 2002; Csillery et al., 2012). The data inputted to ‘fsabc’ included population-by-generation minor allele frequency estimates from ‘estpem’ (v. 0.1; Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014; Riesch et al., 2017), probabilistic estimates of the SNP effects (genotype associations) for each trait from ‘gemma’ (v. 0.98; Zhou et al., 2013), point estimates (posterior medians) of variance effective population size from ‘varNe’, population-by-generation sample sizes, and a binary environmental covariate (1 = urban site, 0 = natural site) expected to influence the phenotype–fitness relationship (i.e., the selection differential) across generations. Here, the maximum number of populations (\( j = 4; U1, U3, N1, N3 \)) with the longest interval of contiguous generations (\( k = 5; 2013-2017 \)) were included in the
analysis. Since each of the trait measurements were standardized to have SD of 1 prior to mapping, estimates of phenotypic variance were kept at the default model values (i.e., $\sigma^2 = 1$).

RESULTS

Patterns of genetic variation in space and time

Genetic differentiation among lizard populations was low to moderate and did not exceed genetic differentiation through time. Although most lizards clustered by population in a PCA ordination, each cluster included genetic similarities from other populations (Fig. 4.1). The first principal component (PC1) explained 7.9% of the variance in the genotype data and the second component (PC2) explained 2.8% of this variance. Between-population $F_{ST}$ values varied from 0.012 to 0.043 (mean = 0.024; Fig. 4.2), and urban-natural $F_{ST}$ values varied from 0.013 to = 0.043 (mean = 0.030). Here, sequencing batch data from 2013-2015 included between-population $F_{ST}$ values varying from 0.017 to 0.067 (mean = 0.036), while batch data from 2016-2017 yielded comparable $F_{ST}$ values (mean = 0.044, range = 0.018-0.075). A significant correlation between genetic distance ($F_{ST}$) and inter-site geographic distance (km) was present (Mantel $r$-value = 0.4411, $p = 0.003$), suggesting a pattern of IBD (Fig 4-3). When accounting for IBD effects, genetic distance did not significantly vary by site type (Mantel $r$-value = -0.468, $p = 0.266$).
Figure 4.1 Visual representation of genetic variation based on a principal component analysis of estimated genotypes. The colored symbols denote individuals with colors designating different sites and symbols indicating the sampling year. Urban and natural sites are respectively abbreviated as ‘U’ and ‘N’, followed by their numeric identifier.
Figure 4.2 Heatmap of pairwise $F_{ST}$ values between urban and natural *Uta stansburiana* populations. Urban and natural populations are respectively abbreviated as ‘U’ and ‘N’, followed by their numeric identifier.
Figure 4.3 Relationship between genetic distance (pairwise $F_{ST}$) and geographic distance (km) among sites (Mantel $r$-value = 0.4411, $p = 0.003$).
Within-population $F_{ST}$ values were higher than between-population $F_{ST}$ values, ranging from 0.045 to 0.120 (mean across generations = 0.074). Here, within-population $F_{ST}$ values during the shortest time lags (i.e., contiguous generations; mean = 0.070; range = 0.019-0.258) were comparable to those at the longest time lags (i.e., 4-5 generations; mean = 0.096, range = 0.017-0.219; Fig. 4.4). Within-population $F_{ST}$ values across contiguous generations were relatively similar between urban (mean = 0.071, range = 0.019-0.158) and natural populations (mean = 0.069, range = 0.019-0.212). However, during the longest time lag, $F_{ST}$ values within natural populations (mean = 0.125, range = 0.072-0.219) were notably higher than urban populations (mean = 0.066, range = 0.017-0.092).
Figure 4.4 Within-population $F_{st}$ values across generations of *Uta stansburiana* populations. Points represent means with lines spanning 95% quantiles. Solid points indicate urban habitats while hollow points are natural habitats.
Consistent with the moderate levels of temporal genetic structure, average allele frequency changes between contiguous generations varied from 5.7% to 7.1% (mean across all populations = 6.1%). Here, average change within populations was slightly higher at urban sites (mean = 7.1%) than natural sites (mean = 5.7%; Fig. 4.5). Numerous loci exhibited much larger changes within a generation, as the 97.5th quantile of change varied among populations from 27.9% to 36.5% (mean = 32.1%) and the maximum change was very high (mean = 68.6%, range = 65.8–71.7%). Across the longest time lag, the mean change in each population varied from 3.7 to 8.5% (mean = 5.5%). Here, average change within populations was slightly higher at urban sites (mean = 6.7%) than natural sites (mean = 4.2%; Fig. 4.5). Again, numerous loci exhibited much larger allele frequency changes, where for example, the 97.5th quantile of change varied among populations from 18.9 to 43.9% (mean = 28.8%) and the maximum change was very high (mean = 66.4%, range = 39.2–99.8%).
Figure 4.5 Average allele frequency changes between short time lags (i.e., contiguous generations) and the longest time lags (i.e., 4-5 generations) for urban and natural populations of *Uta stansburiana*. Points represent means with lines spanning 95% quantiles. Urban and natural populations are respectively abbreviated as ‘U’ and ‘N’, followed by their numeric identifier.
Variance effective population size and molecular diversity

Variance $N_e$ estimates based on allele frequency change were substantially lower, with an average of 31 individuals across sites (Fig. 6A). The lowest $N_eV$ was at urban site 2 (median = 10, 95% CRI = 9-10) and the highest $N_eV$ was at natural site 1 (median = 61, 95% CRI = 51-75; Fig. 5A). No relationship was present for estimates of population size and $N_eV$ (Pearson $r = 0.59$, 95% CIs= -0.43–0.95, $P = 0.222$; Fig. 6B). Consistent with general expectations from other studies, the ratio of $N_eV$ to population size was 0.28 across sites (see Frankham, 1995b).

Comparatively, the $N_eV$ to population size ratio was higher at urban sites (mean = 0.36) than at natural sites (mean = 0.20).

Estimates of genetic diversity levels ($\pi$) at urban sites (mean = 0.48, range = 0.44-0.55) were higher than at natural sites (mean = 0.32, range = 0.29-0.36; mean across populations = 0.40; Fig. 6C). Given these estimates and assuming $\theta = 4N_e\mu$, a very high mutation rate of $3.2 \times 10^{-3}$ would be needed to obtain an estimate of effective population size that approximates the mean of 31 reported herein. Moreover, diversity levels varied less among populations than $N_eV$ estimates (coefficient of variation, diversity = 0.248, $N_eV = 0.699$). No relationship was detected for diversity levels and $N_eV$ estimates (Pearson $r = -0.42$, 95% CI = -0.92–0.59, $P = 0.40$; Fig. 6D).
Figure 4.6 Overview of contemporary variance effective population sizes and nucleotide diversity levels (π). Dot plots in panel (A) give Bayesian estimates of variance effective population size based on change from 2012 to 2017 (estimates for urban site 2 are based on change from 2012 to 2015). Points denote the median of the posterior and horizontal lines give the 95% credible intervals. Similarly, dot plots in panel (B) report the median and 95% CRIs for estimates of molecular diversity. Scatterplot in panel (C) depicts the lack of relationship between variance effective population size and population size (r^2 = 0.18, P = 0.219) while the scatterplot in panel (D) depicts the lack of relationship between variance effective population size and nucleotide diversity (r^2 = -0.03, P = 0.402).
Tests of selection

There was no evidence of selection on any of the physiological traits (Fig. 4.7). Estimates of the mean selection differential, parameter \( a \), were equal to -0.002 for BKA (95% CRI = -0.091–0.088), -0.002 for OXY (95% CRI = -0.09–0.09) and 0.002 for CORT (95% CRI = -0.090–0.091). There was also no evidence that selection varied as a function of the binary covariate of urbanization (Fig. 4.8). Estimates of the mean environmental effect, parameter \( b \), were equal to -0.001 for BKA (95% CRI = -0.091–0.091), -0.001 for OXY (95% CRI = -0.092–0.091), and -0.0004 for CORT (95% CRI = -0.093–0.090). Moreover, calculations of mean breeding values or polygenic scores across populations revealed no indication of consistent directional selection, as these values fluctuated over generations instead (Fig. 4.9).
Figure 4.7 Probability distributions of the average selection differential for bacterial killing ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and corticosterone (CORT). Prior distributions are shown in gray and the posterior distributions are in black.
Figure 4.8 Probability distributions of how environmental state (urban versus natural) affects the selection for individual loci linked to bacterial killing ability (BKA), antioxidant capacity (OXY), and corticosterone (CORT). Prior distributions are shown in gray and the posterior distributions are in black.
Figure 4.9 The observed change in mean polygenic scores calculated from model-averaged effect estimates, which includes uncertainty in allele frequencies. Dots denote point estimates, and the shaded gray regions denote 90% credible intervals.
DISCUSSION

Despite concerns for the adaptive potential of urban wildlife, studies linking their phenotypic and genetic variation to evolutionary processes are lacking (Magle et al., 2012). Making these connections is necessary to better ascertain whether functionally relevant traits are undergoing adaptive evolutionary changes (e.g., Miranda et al., 2013; Miranda, 2017). This study sought to do so in a widespread reptile, the side-blotched lizard, by estimating selection on physiological traits (bacterial killing ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone levels) and their associated genetic loci across an urban-natural landscape. Selection was not detected as a result, nor did it differ between urban and natural environments. However, rates of evolution by drift were relatively high across populations, with pronounced changes in allele frequencies over successive generations. Such high rates were consistent with low estimates of local variance effective population size, especially at urban sites, despite modest estimates of population size. In contrast, urban and natural populations harbored comparable molecular diversity, which could be owed to periodic gene flow (as indicated by similarities in population genetic structure). These results suggest contemporary evolution by drift may predominate over selection for physiological traits relevant to these lizards, while other evolutionary processes may help maintain their genetic variation.

Although genetic divergence was evident among populations, as expected, this was largely due to isolation by distance, rather than habitat differences. In addition, the genetic similarities present at urban and natural sites differ from the degree of population structuring documented in other urban lizard species (Delaney, 2010; Beninde et al., 2018; Richmond et al., 2016; but see Maldonado et al., 2012; Virens et al., 2015). Even previous genetic analyses of U.
*stansburiana* populations in other urban areas are inconsistent with the degree of differentiation found among the urban populations herein (Delaney, 2010). One explanation for these differences is historically high genetic connectivity among the recently fragmented urban populations, with perhaps the greatest genetic divergence where patch isolation via development is oldest, farthest, and most intensive (e.g., Richmond et al., 2009). Alternatively, the urban matrix may still be permeable enough to permit gene flow among the populations. Indeed, a degree of continuity between populations is possible, considering the urban lizards were all sampled along the same waterway, which includes adjacent, albeit sparse patches of remnant habitat and bridges between sites. However, these explanations do not fully account for the similarities among urban and natural lizards, unless select individuals from other local populations (perhaps located between the sampled populations) are dispersing to, and interbreeding at, both areas. This species would seem incapable of doing so when considering their short dispersal distances (typically < 300 m) and small home range sizes (beyond 1,200 m² is rare; Doughty & Sinervo, 1994; Scoular et al., 2011). Yet, since the habitat suitable for *U. stansburiana* is so widespread in the greater region, there remains a potential for gene flow up to hundreds of kilometers from the sample sites (Hague & Routman, 2016).

Population structure could also have been influenced by the color polymorphism of this species, as each morph can have distinct patterns of mating and dispersal based on genetic similarity (Sinervo & Clobert, 2003; Sinervo et al., 2006; Bleay & Sinervo, 2007). When accounting for color morphs, however, there were no notable differences in the observed clustering patterns (but see Yewers et al., 2019). Perhaps the most plausible explanation, although untestable within the limits of this study, may be that genetic structure is confounded by the location of these populations within a intergrade zone of up to three nominal subspecies (*U.*
s. stansburiana, U. s. uniformis, U. s. elegans; McKinney, 1971; Corl et al., 2010). It is increasingly evident that population admixture in lizards is increasingly being facilitated by anthropogenic habitat disturbance, as the alteration or removal of natural barriers can permit novel intra- and interspecific interactions (reviewed in Grabenstein & Taylor, 2018). If lizards belonging to populations that previously had been genetically distinct are now interbreeding and producing offspring of mixed ancestry, hybridization events could be shaping their resulting genetic variation (Schulte et al., 2012; Abbott et al., 2013). With other studies corroborating this possibility (e.g., Leache, 2011; Beninde et al., 2018), comprehensive species sampling and genomic sequencing in neighboring areas may better account for any underlying gene flow and introgression.

In addition to the patterns of genetic variation across geographic space, appreciable genome-wide changes were observed across populations on a generation-to-generation time scale. A growing number of studies of genomic time series have reported similar findings (e.g., Campbell-Staton et al., 2017; Couto Alves et al., 2019; Bi et al., 2019; Gompert, 2021), lending further support to the rapidity of evolution over short periods (Hendry & Kinnison, 1999; Gingerich, 2019). The large changes in allele frequencies and low \( N_e V \) estimates, particularly with respect to population sizes, indicate that both urban and natural lizards are impacted by genetic drift. Greater drift at most of the urban sites could be owed to environmental stochasticity, such as local bottleneck events linked to habitat loss and alteration from human development. Susceptibility to drift, coupled with putative isolation in urban habitat patches (i.e., little to no gene flow, potential inbreeding), prompted the expectation that levels of diversity would be low (Kimura, 1983; Charlesworth, 2009). This could have diminished the adaptive potential required to respond to urban challenges and have promoted a vulnerability to
extirpation (Reed et al., 2003; Reed, 2004). However, estimates shown here and in a previous study were instead comparable across the landscape (Delaney et al., 2010), indicating that genetic diversity for this lizard species and others may be robust to various degrees of urbanization (Parham & Papenfuss, 2009; Richmond et al., 2009). The potential for gene flow to offset reductions in genetic diversity, even when rare on an individual basis, remains plausible (i.e., rescue effect; Ferriere & Legendre, 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2013; Bell et al., 2019). For these populations, perhaps at least one immigrant per generation is helping to maintain genetic viability (Mills & Allendorf, 1996).

Diversity levels may still be at risk for this species and others as reductions in urban patch size can increase their population relatedness via inbreeding (Delaney et al., 2010; Cureton et al., 2014). The effects of inbreeding may not immediately threaten these populations, however, considering that several other lizard species exhibit preferential selection of genetically different or genetically diverse mates (e.g., Stow & Sunnucks, 2004; Smith et al., 2009; Remon et al., 2012). Nonetheless, inbreeding depression and loss of fitness could ultimately occur if habitat conditions worsen (Keller & Waller, 2002; Reed & Frankham, 2003; DeWoody et al., 2021; García-Dorado & Caballero, 2021; but see Teixeira & Huber, 2021). Losses in genetic variation would be expected to arise quickly under such circumstances, considering the short generation time for this species. In the meantime, multiple components of the urban habitat (e.g., size, configuration, and age), as well as species-typical demographic attributes, may explain the genetic maintenance observed in these populations.

Short-term evolutionary changes owed to drift, gene flow, and even selection on other traits, rather than on the measured physiological traits, are not necessarily unexpected when considering the heritable basis of physiological characteristics and their phenotypic sensitivity to
environmental heterogeneity among reptiles (Warner et al., 2018; Jonsson et al., 2022). As shown in Chapter 3 and in previous studies, physiological traits often have relatively low to moderate heritability, due to their close fitness associations (Mousseau & Roff, 1987). Without a large amount of heritable variation, selective responses to urbanization could be limited for baseline immunity, oxidative resistance, and glucocorticoid release (Zera et al., 2007; McGlothlin & Ketterson, 2008; Adkins-Regan, 2008). Constraints on their adaptive evolution may be necessary so that important functions and interactions (e.g., molecular interdependence, hormonal regulation) can be conserved across environmental conditions (Cohen et al., 2012; Vitousek et al. 2019). Physiological adaptations may therefore be uncommon for urban lizards, as opposed to more heritable traits that can undergo rapid microevolutionary changes (e.g., morphological characteristics; Winchell et al. 2016, 2023; Falvey et al., 2020).

Urban selective pressures relevant to these traits may instead be mitigated by plasticity, which could either hinder or facilitate their evolution (Price et al., 2003; Lande, 2009; Chevin et al., 2010). Indeed, plastic responses for these physiological parameters are becoming increasingly evident for reptiles experiencing environmental change (e.g., Palacios et al., 2011; Treidel et al., 2016; Holden et al., 2022), though the effects of their developmental plasticity on adult phenotypes in this context remain poorly understood (Mitchell et al., 2018). Nonetheless, plasticity may be key to the differences in immunity, oxidative stress, and circulating corticosterone underlying life history strategies in these populations (see Lucas & French, 2012). If plasticity is more heritable than each trait in themselves, then the primary evolutionary responses to urbanization could alternatively be shifts in plasticity that are partially independent of the response to selection on the mean of each trait (Scheiner & Lyman, 1991; Thompson et al., 2021). Here, selection may shape plastic responses in adaptive directions via genetic
accommodation (i.e., increases or decreases in plasticity), which could enable physiological phenotypes to differ with variable conditions previously experienced in evolutionary history (DeWitt & Scheiner, 2004; Van Buskirk, 2017; Lafuente & Beldade, 2019). Yet, plasticity could also evolve in nonadaptive ways due to physiological constraints (Ghalambor et al., 2007, 2015; Murren et al., 2015), and in rapidly changing environments plasticity could even be maladaptive (Urban et al., 2014).

In any case, local selective pressures in urban areas must overcome the high susceptibility to drift associated with these populations to have adaptive potential. Regional adaptations for these traits may be more likely if facilitated by higher metapopulation or species $NeV$ and the spread of adaptive alleles via greater gene flow. Any effects of selection versus drift on the urban populations could be diluting adaptive alleles, even if they arise through limited gene flow or novel mutations (Lanfear et al., 2014; but see Bell et al., 2019). Considering how readily drift can facilitate stochastic population decline, extirpation may even occur before adaptive alleles are introduced (Willi et al., 2006; Ferriere & Legendre, 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2013). However, substantial levels of genetic diversity have so far been maintained in each population, indicating that neither selection nor drift may be as impactful as initially expected, and that local gene flow or mutation rates could instead play major roles in the observed patterns of genetic variation. Nonetheless, the balance of these processes may affect the geographic scale and extent of physiological adaptation to urban environments.

Future work investigating phenotypic divergence and local adaptation in this species and other urban-dwelling reptiles remains necessary for other functionally relevant traits, whether they be physiological, morphological, or behavioral (Lande & Arnold, 1983; Rausher, 1992; Schell, 2018). As pursued in this study, testing for genome-wide selection linked to such traits
would help explain the patterns of phenotypic variation observed across urban landscapes. If genomic targets are successfully identified, estimating standardized selection gradients and differentials would be instrumental to determining local adaptations (Kingsolver et al., 2001). Complementary field or laboratory experiments (e.g., reciprocal transplant experiments) would be necessary to parse out the influence of phenotypic plasticity, followed by tests manipulating specific urban features that have putatively driven adaptive evolution (Thomassen et al. 2018). Discerning the contributions of gene expression would provide further insight into the plasticity of genes linked to phenotypic variation in urban environments (Wang et al., 2009; Sun & Hu, 2013; Watson et al., 2017; Lafuente & Beldade, 2019), as may be the case for the physiological traits tested in this study. Epigenetic changes, which can be horizontally inherited via somatic cells or inherited trans-generationally via stable germ line changes (e.g., DNA methylation; Ho & Burggren, 2010), are relevant in this context, given their potential roles in altering gene expression for environmental acclimatization (Riggs & Xiong, 2004). Specifically, urban stressors experienced during organismal development (e.g., nutrition, pollution; Foret et al., 2009; Murgatroyd et al., 2009; Bollati & Baccarelli, 2010) are liable to have epigenetic consequences, granted that the extent to which phenotypes are altered remains largely unknown. Modifications to epigenetic mechanisms that occur during such environmentally sensitive periods may mediate gene regulation for physiological acclimatization. If stressors are excessive, lizards may become more resistant or susceptible to environmental challenges, which could yield fitness consequences within populations (Love et al., 2013). Epigenetic changes across generations may, in turn, have implications for evolutionary processes (Johnson & Tricker, 2010), either facilitating or constraining physiological adaptation to local urban environments.
In conclusion, urban selective pressures may not be as prevalent or intense for physiological parameters as more heritable traits that are functionally relevant to urban lizards. Appreciable short-term evolutionary changes may instead be largely owed to drift (as indicated by $N_eV$) and other processes (e.g., gene flow, novel mutations), which could be contributing to admixture and maintaining genetic diversity across populations. Local adaptation for the physiological traits (i.e., bactericidal ability, antioxidant capacity, corticosterone levels) and their associated genetic loci now seems less likely than differential trait expression within the natural range of plasticity. Continuing tests of selection on genome-wide variation, particularly when accounting for habitat quality and population demography, will help to understand the causes and consequences of urban trait divergence. This will also shed light on the susceptibility of urban wildlife populations to other evolutionary forces. With a greater understanding of how different species evolve in cities, conservation and management can be better addressed when establishing more resilient and sustainable urban ecosystems.
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The goal of this research was to explore population-level responses to urbanization in an indicator reptile species, the side-blotched lizard (*U. stansburiana*). Monitoring the responses of such species is crucial for conservation management because of the uncertainties in how populations decline or persist in human-modified landscapes. By identifying environmental factors or individual traits that are key to a species’ sensitivity or tolerance, conservationist can better understand how to prevent local extirpations. In addition, assessing the evolutionary impact of urbanization on functionally relevant traits and genetic variation within urban populations can reveal the potential for adaptation. Here, comparisons of urban and natural *U. stansburiana* population vital rates and genetics were tested, while considering the ecological and evolutionary implications for physiological parameters that contribute to self-maintenance.

To address how *U. stansburiana* population vital rates can vary across natural and urban environments, models were developed for a six-year demographic data set (Chapter 2). Accounting for variation in physiological traits (e.g., metabolic hormone levels, oxidative stress, and immunocompetence) when building such models allowed not only for better comparisons of annual survival rates, but also for identification of physiological traits predictive of survival. Here, survival estimates were lower for urban lizard populations overall, though there was high variability in survival across both habitat types over time. There was also strong support for a direct relationship between immune function and survival, with survival rates predicted to increase for lizards with greater bactericidal ability.
To determine the genetic basis of these physiological traits, a genome-wide association study was conducted on the same side-blotched lizards (Chapter 3). By fitting polygenic Bayesian mapping models, heritability was estimated for each of the traits, and their associated genetic loci were identified. Here, variation in each trait exhibited a polygenic basis, with low to moderate heritability and few measurable effect loci. To infer evolutionary impacts of urbanization, genomic time-series data from the same populations were used to test for environmental differences (urban versus natural) in genetic variation and selection on the physiological traits and their associated genetic loci (Chapter 4). In doing so, population-level comparisons of genetic structure and differentiation, variance effective population size, and molecular diversity were tested across environments. Here, lizards inhabiting urban patches were highly differentiated from those residing in natural areas, but moderate admixture and high levels of molecular diversity were present across populations. In addition, selection was not detected for any of the physiological traits or genetic loci, whereas indicators of drift were evident across the landscape, especially for urban populations.

Altogether, investigating the intersection of population physiology, demography, and genetics helped to resolve ongoing uncertainties regarding how variation in physiological traits across an urban-natural landscape (i) contribute to survival, (ii) are under genetic control, and (iii) are subject to evolutionary processes. The results herein have multifaceted implications for conservation and illustrate the effectiveness of integrated approaches to studying urban impacts on wildlife, but also the utility of organismal indicators for understanding both individual and population level processes. Incorporating these approaches into future work, while considering the results herein, will be crucial to parsing the processes responsible for population persistence or decline among wildlife occupying city environments.
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